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One shouldn’t work on semiconductors,
  that is a filthy mess;

                                                                              who knows whether they really exist.

Wolfgang Pauli, 1931

Well, in that case, one should consider semi-insulating materials
 as a filthy mess full of traps, which is even worse;

  sometimes they exist, sometimes they don’t.

The author
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Abstract

Semiconductor lasers based on gallium arsenide and related materials are
widely used in applications such as optical communication systems, sensing, compact
disc players, distance measurement, etc.  The performance of these lasers can be
improved using a buried heterostructure offering lateral carrier and optical
confinement.  In particular, if the confinement (burying) layer is implemented by
epitaxial regrowth of an appropriate aluminium-free semi-insulating (SI) material,
passivation of etched surfaces, reduced tendency to oxidation, low capacitance and
integration feasibility are additional advantages.

The major impediment in the fabrication of GaAs/AlGaAs buried-
heterostructure lasers is the spontaneous oxidation of aluminium on the etched walls
of the structure.  Al-oxide acts as a mask and makes the regrowth process extremely
challenging.  In this work, a HCl gas-based in-situ cleaning technique is employed
successfully to remove Al-oxide prior to regrowth of SI-GaInP:Fe and SI-GaAs:Fe
around Al-containing laser mesas by Hydride Vapour Phase Epitaxy.  Excellent
regrowth interfaces, without voids, are obtained, even around AlAs layers.
Consequences of using inadequate cleaning treatments are also presented.  Regrowth
morphology aspects are discussed in terms of different growth mechanisms.

Time-resolved photoluminescence characterisation indicates a uniform Fe trap
distribution throughout the regrown GaInP:Fe.  Scanning capacitance microscopy
measurements demonstrate the semi-insulating nature of the regrown GaInP:Fe layer.
The presence of EL2 defects in regrown GaAs:Fe makes more difficult the
interpretation of the characterisation results in the near vicinity of the laser mesa.

GaAs/AlGaAs buried-heterostructure lasers, both in-plane lasers and vertical-
cavity surface-emitting lasers, with GaInP:Fe as burying layer are demonstrated for
the first time.  The lasers exhibit good performance demonstrating that SI-GaInP:Fe is
an appropriate material to be used for this purpose and the suitability of our cleaning
and regrowth method for the fabrication of this type of semiconductor lasers.  Device
characterisation indicates negligible leakage current along the etched mesa sidewalls
confirming a smooth regrowth interface.  Nevertheless, experimental and simulation
results reveal that a significant part of the injected current is lost as leakage through
the burying material.  This is attributed to double carrier injection into the SI-
GaInP:Fe layer.  Simulations also predict that the function of GaInP:Fe as current
blocking layer should be markedly improved in the case of GaAs-based longer
wavelength lasers.

Index Terms: semiconductor lasers, in-plane lasers, VCSELs, GaAs, GaInP, semi-
insulating materials, hydride vapour phase epitaxy, regrowth, buried heterostructure,
leakage current, simulation.
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Preface

This thesis is a result of the research on the applications of Al-free semi-insulating
materials for fabricating GaAs-based buried-heterostructure semiconductor lasers.  As
a consequence, it deals with the fabrication, performance and analysis of these lasers.
Different facets related to the subject of the thesis are: epitaxial growth and cleaning
techniques of III-V semiconductor materials, device process technology, materials
characterisation, device characterisation and theoretical analysis by computer
simulation.

The thesis is divided into three parts.  Part I presents an introduction to the subject, the
state-of-the-art, motivation and aims of the work.  Part II reviews some of the basics
necessary to follow more easily the original work.  Part III contains the development
of the original work, summary, conclusions and proposals for future research.  An
appendix illustrates the processing steps of buried heterostructure laser diode
fabrication.  Reprints of the papers are attached at the end.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Optoelectronics is one of the pillars of the so-called information technologies and
plays an important role in our modern life.  Discrete and integrated optoelectronic
devices are used in numerous applications1: consumer electronics (compact disc (CD)
players, laser printers, cameras,…), telecommunications (internet, cable tv, loop
feeders, bypass private networks, undersea,…), data communications (local area
networks, equipment interconnects, machine control,…), defence and aviation (radar,
airborne systems, electronic warfare, surveillance,…).  This has made optoelectronics
important in the world economy and one of the fastest emerging fields in the different
industrial sectors2.

Semiconductor lasers are perhaps, on account of the economic standards and the
degree of theirs applications, the most important of all lasers.  Every CD player and
CD-ROM has one such laser, and so does every hand-held barcode scanner.  It is
nearly impossible to make a long-distance call without them, and high-speed data
links depend on them, too.  The main features that have made the semiconductor
lasers the most popular light sources for such applications are: small physical size (a
few hundred µm in size), electrical pumping, high efficiency in converting electric
power to light, direct modulation (this is of major importance in high-data-rate optical
communication systems), possibility of integrating it monolithically with electronic
and optical components to form OEICs (optoelectronic integrated circuits), optical
fiber compatibility, and mass production using the mature semiconductor-based
manufacturing technology.

A semiconductor laser is basically a p-n diode structure placed inside an optical
cavity.  Under forward bias, charge carriers are injected into a thin active layer
providing an optical gain.  The optical cavity can be achieved in different ways.  A
simple Fabry-Perot resonator is obtained by parallel cleaved facets [Fabry-Perot (FP)
lasers].  Light feedback can also be provided in a distributed manner by a series of
closely spaced reflectors as in distributed-feedback (DFB) lasers, distributed Bragg
reflector (DBR) lasers and vertical cavity surface emitting lasers (VCSELs)3.  FP,
DFB and DBR lasers are called edge emitting or in-plane lasers (IPLs) because the
active layer plane is parallel to the direction of the laser beam, which is emitted at the
edges of the laser chip.  On the other hand, vertical cavity surface emitting lasers have
the plane of the active layer perpendicular to the direction of the laser beam, which is
emitted at the top or bottom surface of the chip.

The practical semiconductor laser is designed to laterally confine current, carriers, and
photons within the laser structure in order to achieve high efficiency devices and
single-lateral-mode operation, which is an imperative issue in applications such as
optical fiber-based communication, optical interconnection and optical information
processing4.  In IPLs, this is achieved in stripe laser geometries in which a narrow
strip of active region defines the laser axis.  Several stripe laser designs are illustrated
in Fig. 1.  The oxide stripe laser structure has some lateral current confinement, but no
lateral carrier or photon confinement, making its commercial value limited; in this
structure the optical modes are confined by the lateral variation of the optical gain,
and therefore, it is called gain-guided laser.  Implanted stripe lasers use ion
implantation to form semi-insulating regions on either side of the stripe, in this way
the implanted region funnels the injection current into the active region (current
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confinement), although this process does not result in significant carrier and optical
confinement.  On the other hand, buried heterostructure (BH) lasers (Fig. 1b and 1c
with semi-insulating regrowth) can provide good current, carrier and optical
confinement simultaneously5.  In BH lasers the active region is completely buried
inside a higher-bandgap lower-index semiconductor material, producing an optical
waveguide geometry (index-guided lasers) that has both excellent carrier and optical
confinement.  It must be indicated that the burying layer can be also a lower-bandgap
higher-index material making use of the antiguiding effect to obtain stable single-
lateral mode lasers3, although the allowance of optical loss for high-order lateral
modes makes the lasing quantum efficiency low.  In addition to these confinement
properties, a good thermal conductivity of the burying layer can improve the
dissipation of heat that is generated during the lasing action.  Besides, the burying
process consisting in regrowing a material lattice matched to the laser structure
around the etched laser mesas may passivate the defects on the mesa sidewalls
(surface passivation) created during the etching process.  This leads to a reduction of
the leakage current (current component which does not pass through the active
region)6, and can provide planar structures, which facilitate further processing.

Figure 1. Schematic cross section of different stripe laser geometries showing an (a)
oxide, (b) p-n reversed and (c) semi-insulating (implanted or regrowth) stripe
structures.  Configurations (b) and (c) with SI regrowth are BH laser diodes.

In VCSELs, besides ion-implanted7 and buried heterostructure8 configurations (with
the same fundamental features as those mentioned for IPLs), small oxide-apertures are
also used for both current and optical confinement9.  Although such oxide apertures
can be produced with high yield and uniformity, this configuration results in large
capacitance associated to the thin oxidised layer and a non-planar topology.  This has
led to use thick layers of polyimide around etched VCSEL mesas under the bond pad
to reduce the capacitance and achieve planarisation, which increases the fabrication
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complexity9.  In addition, polyimide is a poor heat conductor and does not passivate
the laser mesa sidewalls; with time, microcracks can appear leading to severe
reliability problems.

From the previous discussion, it is evident that the fabrication of BH lasers, both IPLs
and VCSELs, by regrowth of a burying confinement layer around a laser mesa is
highly desirable.  This burying layer must block the current through itself, allowing in
this way the injected current only through the laser structure.  The most common
method to produce a current confinement layer in BH lasers is to incorporate reverse-
biased p-n junctions in the burying material (see e.g. Fig. 1b).  However, these
junctions can allow the flow of significant leakage current along the edge of the active
layer around the p-n junction.  In addition, the reverse-biased junction has a high
capacitance that contributes to the total capacitance of the laser, limiting the
modulation bandwidth.  On the other hand, semi-insulating (SI) semiconductor
materials (or fully compensated semiconductors) have high resistivity due to their low
free carrier concentration, and can present small capacitance because the whole SI
material is almost depleted of carriers.  A low parasitic capacitance is important in
order to achieve high-speed devices.  These advantages have resulted in the
realisation of semi-insulating buried-heterostructure (SI-BH) lasers (Fig. 1c with SI
regrowth) in both GaAs- and InP-based devices10,11,12,13,14.

In the fabrication of InP-based longer wavelength buried heterostructure lasers, semi-
insulating iron doped InP (SI-InP:Fe) has been routinely used as the current
confinement layer15,16.  Such a regrowth has resulted in considerable reduction of
parasitics leading to very high modulation bandwidths17,18.  In contrast, fabrication of
buried heterostructures for lateral mode control in the GaAs-based shorter wavelength
lasers using a suitable semi-insulating material has not been as frequent.  SI AlGaAs
has been attempted10, but because of its readiness to form aluminium oxide, an
eventual post epitaxial growth (e.g. for integration) is difficult.  On the other hand,
Ga0.51In0.49P (Eg=1.88 eV), lattice matched to GaAs (hereafter only called GaInP), is
attracting increasing attention as a possible high bandgap alternative to AlGaAs
because of its unique characteristics, such as reduced tendency toward oxidation19,
formation of smoother heterointerfaces20, low interface recombination with GaAs21,
combined with a higher valence band discontinuity22.  Al-free mass transported GaInP
and p-n reversed GaInP have been attempted23,24, but are not suitable for achieving
integration and minimisation of parasitics at the same time.  On the other hand, GaInP
can be made semi-insulating by doping with Fe (GaInP:Fe)25, presenting a great
potential to be used as a semi-insulating burying layer in GaAs based BH lasers as
shown by Lourdudoss et al.26.  These authors fabricated completely Al-free GaAs-
based BH-IPLs with semi-insulating GaInP:Fe regrowth. Hydride vapour phase
epitaxy (HVPE) was used for regrowth of GaInP:Fe.  It has been shown to be a
flexible regrowth technique even if the mesa height is rather large and thick regrown
layers and good selectivity are desirable27.  Another alternative as Al-free burying
layer is semi-insulating GaAs:Fe28, which, due to its high refractive index, can be
used to fabricate antiguiding structures in short-wavelength GaAs-based lasers, and
has better thermal conductivity than amorphous GaAs employed for this purpose29.
Nevertheless, hitherto no Al-containing GaAs-based BH-lasers with either SI-
GaInP:Fe or SI-GaAs:Fe regrowth have been attempted, although AlxGa1-xAs is one
of the most commonly used materials to form GaAs-based heterostructure lasers.
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A major obstacle to epitaxial regrowth on AlGaAs material to form lateral
heterointerfaces arises from the exposure of the Al-containing surfaces to the
atmosphere after mesa etching.  Aluminium is highly reactive and oxidises very fast.
This oxide acts as a mask making a subsequent regrowth around the oxidised surfaces
on the laser mesa sidewalls difficult.  In addition, these oxides can degrade the laser
performance and shorten its lifetime.  Furthermore, the oxides of high Al-containing
AlGaAs layers are not self-terminating, and films, which are hundreds of nanometers
thick, can be quickly consumed in the oxidation process.  Aluminium oxides are more
stable than Ga- and As-oxides (which, due to their volatility, are usually removed by
thermal desorption) and it is very difficult, if not impossible, to remove them by
conventional methods.  Therefore, special procedures must be considered to eliminate
Al-oxide before regrowth.  Epitaxial regrowth on air exposed AlGaAs surfaces have
been demonstrated by employing an in situ etch prior to regrowth by liquid phase
epitaxy (LPE) using a “melt-back” etch step30.  In-situ etch has also been employed
before metal-organic vapour phase epitaxy (MOVPE) regrowth through a thermal gas
etch (usually HCl gas)31.  However, the exposed AlGaAs layer can typically have an
AlAs mole fraction of no greater than 10% and 50% for the LPE and MOVPE case,
respectively30,31,32.  Other means of achieving regrowth on AlGaAs surfaces is to
simply circumvent atmospheric exposure altogether by using protecting layers (e.g. a
GaAs cap layer removable by a thermal HCl etch before regrowth by MOVPE33) or
vacuum processing (maintaining vacuum conditions between etching and regrowth34).
Oxide removal by hydrogen plasma prior to regrowth in MBE has been
demonstrated35.  Nevertheless, no attempts to develop a method for the removal of
AlGaAs oxides prior to HVPE regrowth have been reported so far, although one of
the strengths of HVPE resides in the epitaxial regrowth process27.

Based on the points discussed so far, it is easy to deduce the main motivation of this
work: to extend the use of HVPE regrowth of semi-insulating GaInP:Fe to Al-
containing structures for fabricating GaAs/AlGaAs-based BH lasers.  It must also be
noted that although most of the attention throughout this work has been focused on
SI-GaInP:Fe, HVPE regrowth of SI-GaAs:Fe for the fabrication of similar BH lasers
has also been investigated, motivated by the lack of composition-related issues and
good thermal properties of GaAs compared to GaInP.

Thus, the aims of this thesis are:

1) To achieve selective regrowth of Al-free semi-insulating III-V materials by HVPE
around Al-containing GaAs-based laser mesas.

2) To study the semi-insulating properties of the regrown material and interdiffusion
of dopants between the regrown layer and the layers that constitute the laser.

3) To fabricate and characterise GaAs/AlGaAs BH lasers with GaInP:Fe (and
GaAs:Fe) regrowth by HVPE.

4) To analyse theoretically GaAs based BH lasers with SI-GaInP:Fe burying layer to
understand and predict the effect of material parameters and other device
configurations on the laser performance.

Experimental procedures, results, analysis, discussion and conclusions about the
achievement of each of these goals are described in Part III and the corresponding
papers at the end.
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II. BACKGROUND

This section reviews important topics related to the subject of this thesis.  The purpose
is not to provide an extensive review of these issues, but to offer a brief description to
facilitate better understanding of the main content in part III.

Sections II.1 and II.2 outline the basic properties of III-V semiconductors, while
section II.3 describes the most common techniques used for the epitaxial growth of
these materials, with an emphasis on the hydride vapour phase epitaxy (HVPE)
technique, which is of major importance in the development of this work.  Section II.4
explains how III-V semiconductors can be endowed with high resistivity, i.e., how
they can be made semi-insulating.  Two particular cases of semi-insulating III-V
materials, GaInP:Fe and GaAs:Fe, have been the purpose of this work, and their most
significant properties are presented in this section.  An adequate overview of two
experimental techniques, time-resolved photoluminescence (TR-PL) and scanning
capacitance microscopy (SCM), used to characterise the aforementioned semi-
insulating materials after regrowth by HVPE is given in section II.5.  Section II.6
presents the main concepts used to characterise the performance of semiconductor
lasers under static and dynamic operation.  Finally, in section II.7 the basic
mechanisms that lead to leakage current in buried-heterostructure lasers are
commented.

II.1.  III-V semiconductor materials

For optoelectronic applications, the device efficiency in emitting and detecting light is
a major requirement.  Elemental semiconductors such as Si, Ge and their alloys,
Si1-xGex, are not appropriate materials for optoelectronic devices.  Due to their
indirect fundamental bandgap, they emit light very poorly and their absorption
coefficients are low36.  On the other hand, several compound semiconductors and their
alloys offer many of the desired properties for optoelectronics purposes and can be
synthesised without much difficulty.  Compound semiconductors are made from
elements of different columns of the periodic table, for example, III-V and II-IV
compounds.  Among all of them, III-V compound semiconductors are the most widely
used.  In addition, ternary or quaternary semiconductor alloys made of three or four
group III and group V atoms can be realised.  By modifying the atomic composition
of these alloys, it is possible to obtain different bandgaps and, therefore, varying
emission wavelengths for light sources. Fig. 2 illustrates the variation of the bandgap,
Eg, (and the wavelength, λg [Eg(eV) = 1.24/λg(µm)]) as a function of lattice constant
for various compound and alloy semiconductors at room temperature.

The success of III-V materials for optoelectronic applications relies not only on the
direct bandstructure allowing for efficient light emission, but also on the ability to
create heterostructures, that is, junctions of two semiconductors of unequal bandgaps.
Heterojunctions are of paramount importance in the design of high-performance
electronic and optoelectronic devices36.
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Figure 2. Energy bandgap versus lattice constant at room temperature for common
elemental and compound semiconductors.  The lines joining the binaries represent
ternary compositions.  The solid lines represent direct bandgap and the dashed lines
indicate indirect bandgap materials.

Generally, epitaxial layers are those that are lattice-matched to the substrate material
onto which they are grown.  In practice, the binary compounds GaAs and InP are used
as substrates.  These are compounds and not solutions.  Therefore, their compositions
are fixed and hence their lattice constants.  This ensures a perfectly fixed
technological starting parameter.  As a consequence of the lattice-matching condition,
the alloy compositions that can be grown on these substrates are restricted to those
represented by vertical straight lines in Fig. 2.  However, there are exceptions to this
rule as growth of strained layers37.

Many physical parameters of ternary and quaternary compounds are determined by
the parameters of the constituent binaries and vary linearly with composition.  For
example, the lattice constant, a , of GaxIn1-xP is given by Vegard’s law as:

a xa x aGa In P GaP InPx x1
1

−
= + −( ) (1)

Thus, GaxIn1-xP is lattice matched to GaAs when a a ÅGa In P GaAsx x1
56532

−
= = . , that is, for

x=0.51, with a ÅGaP = 54512.  and a ÅInP = 58688.  38.  However, other parameters do not,
in general, obey this linear relationship.  For example, the room temperature bandgap
dependence on composition of GaxIn1-xP is given by an empirical relation39:
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GaxIn1-xP exhibits a direct band-structure over the composition range of 0≤x≤0.74,
and an indirect bandgap for 0.74≤x≤1.  According to Eq. (1) and Eq. (2), the bandgap
at room temperature of Ga0.51In0.49P (lattice matched to GaAs) is direct and equal to
1.88 eV.
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Figure 3.  Dependence of optical refractive index on photon energy for direct-gap
AlGaAs (after Ref. 40).

The refractive index, n, is another key parameter for optoelectronic and optical
devices.  In general, in mixed compound semiconductors, for a given wavelength, n
tends to increase with decreasing bandgap.  This behaviour is ideal for making lasers,
where the heterostructure design has to guarantee optical and carrier confinement
simultaneously, which are achieved by a lower refractive index and higher bandgap
material than the active layer, respectively.  Fig. 3 shows the dependence of refractive
index with the photon energy for direct-bandgap AlxGa1-xAs40.

AlGaAs/GaAs and InGaAlP/GaAs systems are normally used to fabricate 0.85-µm
emission-wavelength lasers for local area networks and 0.98-µm pumping lasers for
optical fiber amplifiers41.  InGaAsP/InP and InGaAlAs/InP systems have been
traditionally used to fabricate 1.3 and 1.55-µm emission-wavelength lasers for optical
fiber communication networks41, although, recently, GaInAsN/GaAs system is
emerging as a promising candidate for long-wavelength light sources42.

II.2.  Zincblende lattice

Most of the III-V semiconductors, including GaAs and InP, crystallise in the
zincblende structure.  The zincblende lattice unit cell is shown in Fig. 4a.  The black
spheres represent the III element atoms (e.g. Ga), whereas the white ones are the V
element atoms (e.g. As).  It is essentially identical to the diamond lattice found in
elemental semiconductors, Si and Ge, except that lattice sites are shared equally
between two different atoms in such a way that each III (or V) atom has four
neighbouring V (or III) atoms.  The length of the unit cube, a , is the lattice constant
of the material.
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Figure 4.   a) Zincblende crystal structure. b) Truncation by the (111) plane.

Miller indices are the accepted means for identifying planes and directions within a
crystalline lattice.  They consist of triplets corresponding to the three spatial
directions.  A minus sign over an index number indicates that the corresponding plane
has an intercept along the negative portion of a coordinate axis.  The type of brackets
used to enclose the indices has the following designation: [.] indicates a direction; (.)
indicates a plane; 〈.〉 indicates a family of directions; and {.} indicates a family of
planes.  For cubic crystals, a plane and the direction normal to the plane have
precisely the same indices.  Fig. 4b illustrates a truncation of the unit cube by the
(111) plane.  Note that the {111} family of planes contains only one type of atom.
The letter A or B is attached to the plane to designate the III-atom or V-atom plane,
respectively.  The different chemical nature of planes (111)A and (111)B is of great
importance because they show distinct behaviour to chemical etching and growth
rate43.

Figure 5.  (100) oriented GaAs wafer illustrating the two natural cleavage directions
along the [011] direction, perpendicular to the primary flat (OF), and [011]
direction, perpendicular to the secondary flat (IF).

a

(a) (b)
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The most commonly used orientation in GaAs and InP wafers is [100], i.e., the top
surface of the wafer is (100) surface.  Because of the slight ionic component in the
bonds of these III-V compounds, the easiest breakage, or cleavage, planes are the
{110}, that is, along the two perpendicular directions [011] and [011], as shown in
Fig. 5.  Thus, for example, in the fabrication of buried heterostructure edge emitting
lasers is usual to place mesa stripes along the [011] direction and to use the (011)
planes as mirror facets of the laser cavity by cleaving the wafer along the
perpendicular [011] direction.  Fig. 5 also indicates that the etch profiles arising from
patterned surfaces are different depending upon the direction of the stripes, i.e. along
[011] or [011].

II.3.  Epitaxy of III-V materials

Several techniques are presently available for the epitaxial growth of III-V materials.
All of them are required to provide high material quality and control, composition and
doping homogeneity, abrupt interfaces between different layers, high reproducibility
and versatility to grow a wide range of materials in order to fabricate high
performance devices and circuits.  In addition, issues as safety, cost and throughput
are important from a practical point of view.  Each technique has its own strengths
and weaknesses and the choice of a particular technique will depend on the specific
requirements to be accomplished.  A brief description of the most important epitaxial
techniques is presented in subsection II.3.1.  Subsection II.3.2 describes in more detail
the principles and strength of one of them: hydride vapour phase epitaxy, because of
its importance in this work.

II.3.1.  Epitaxial techniques

A) Liquid Phase Epitaxy (LPE).

It is one of the oldest and simplest techniques used to grow III-V compounds.  The
procedure is the following: a substrate is placed in a slider that can be moved across
the surface of molten material contained in a boat.  For example, the solvent Ga is
saturated with the components, e.g. Al and As, necessary to grow GaAlAs.  The
temperature profiles are such that the melt is supercooled just below its solidification
point, and atoms solidify onto the crystal substrate.  Dopants may be included in the
melt.  Since LPE operates with a very small supersaturation of the liquid, it is nearly
an equilibrium growth technique.  The major problem of LPE is the difficulty in
growing uniform layers over large surface areas.  However, LPE remains as an
inexpensive method of epitaxy, capable of growing many material compositions
including AlGaAs, and is a successful production technique for light emitting diodes
(LEDs).

B) Vapour Phase Epitaxy (VPE).

It is one of the most used methods to grow epitaxial layers on GaAs and InP
substrates.  In VPE growth, the III, V, and dopant atoms are brought to the wafer in a
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gaseous phase.  Under appropriate temperatures, pressures, and other conditions,
reactions take place on the substrate surface, where they replicate the underlying
crystal structure, resulting in the growth of the desired crystalline material.  Material
composition and growth rate are determined by precise control of parameters such as
gas flow, pressure and temperature.

Three special cases of VPE can be distinguished depending on the chemical nature of
the sources: chloride vapour phase epitaxy (Cl-VPE), hydride vapour phase epitaxy
(HVPE) and metal-organic vapour phase epitaxy (MOVPE).  Some authors prefer to
use the term VPE to denote both Cl-VPE and HVPE, which use inorganic molecules,
to distinguish from MOVPE, also termed organometallic vapour phase epitaxy
(OMVPE) and metal-organic chemical vapour deposition (MOCVD).  The Cl-VPE
technique uses chlorides, typically high purity, liquid group-V chlorides, such as
AsCl3 and/or PCl3, to transport both the group III and the group V elements44.  In the
HVPE technique the group III element is transported as the chloride, generated by
passing HCl over the heated group III element, and the group V element is transported
as hydrides, arsine and phosphine45.  There are no fundamental differences between
Cl-VPE and HVPE, they differ mainly in the gas used to transport the group V
elements, chlorides in Cl-VPE and hydrides in HVPE.  The MOVPE technique
involves transport of the group III elements using organic molecules as
trimethylgallium (TMGa) and trimethylindium (TMIn), while the transport of the
group V elements is achieved by their hydrides or even organic molecules such as
tertiarybutylarsine (TBA) and tertiarybutylphosphine (TBP).  Strengths of Cl-VPE
and HVPE are in growing thick layers and highly selective growth.  Drawbacks of Cl-
and H-VPE are difficulties in growing Al-containing III-V alloys and growth of very
thin layers.  Major advantages of the MOVPE technique are the possibility of growing
almost all III-V and II-VI compounds and alloys with abrupt interfaces and very thin
layers with a high thickness and compositional uniformity.  Because of this, MOVPE
has become the most versatile technique for the growth of the materials and structures
required for state-of-the-art optoelectronic devices.  Some drawbacks of the MOVPE
technique are the high cost of the reactants, high gas consumption and the large
number of parameters to adjust in order to obtain good uniformity.  A comprehensive
treatment on MOVPE is given by G.B. Stringfellow in Ref. 46.

C) Molecular Beam Epitaxy (MBE).

It is also a major technique for epitaxial growth of III-V materials.  MBE may be seen
as a sophisticated evaporation technique performed in ultra high vacuum (generally,
in the range 10-10 to 10-11 torr).  The substrate is placed in a high vacuum and
elemental species (Ga, As, In, P, Al, Si, ...) are evaporated from ovens in a controlled
manner.  These evaporated beams impinge upon the heated substrate, where they
assemble into a crystalline structure.  The composition may be controlled with a
resolution of virtually one atomic layer and almost any material composition and
doping can be obtained with a proper control of the elemental sources.  Advantages of
MBE are that it can produce almost any material composition, layer thickness and
doping with high accuracy and uniformity across the wafer, and the possibility of
analysing the growth process and the resulting crystal structure by employing in-situ
characterisation techniques such as reflection high-energy electron diffraction
(RHEED).  The growth temperatures are relatively low with respect to the other
techniques and hence structures with widely differing dopant concentrations can be
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grown without encountering too much of diffusion problems.  MBE's disadvantages
are high vacuum requirements, complexity and high equipment cost.  The major
disadvantage may be its throughput limitation, although improvements are constantly
being made to remove this limitation.

D) Variations.

There are also a number of variations of the MOVPE and MBE techniques that are
being used in research environments.  Major variations are atomic layer epitaxy
(ALE) and metal-organic molecular beam epitaxy MOMBE or chemical beam epitaxy
(CBE).  In ALE the emphasis is to form one atomic layer of each species at a time.
Another variation is to use the metal-organic sources used in MOVPE in MBE.  This
is called MOMBE or CBE.  Its major advantage is to reduce the frequency and
difficulty of replacing the material sources within the MBE machine.

Detailed description of the epitaxial techniques treated in this subsection and other
variations can be found in Ref. 47.

II.3.2.  Hydride Vapour Phase Epitaxy (HVPE)

As mentioned in the previous subsection, in HVPE the precursor of the group V
element is the corresponding hydride (AsH3 and/or PH3) while the precursor of the
group III element is the corresponding chloride (GaCl and/or InCl).  Although the
exact reactions that occur are somewhat complex, the process may be represented by
the reactions:

2GaCl(g) + H2 + As2 = 2GaAs(s) + 2HCl(g)                       (3)

2InCl(g) + H2 + P2 = 2InP(s) + 2HCl(g)           (4)

for growth of GaAs and InP, respectively.  GaCl (InCl) is generated in situ by the
reaction between HCl and molten Ga (In).  AsH3 (PH3) gas on pyrolysis yields As2

(P2).  Thus, the predecessors to (3) and (4), respectively, in HVPE are the following:

2Ga(l) + 2HCl(g) = 2GaCl(g) + H2(g)                                    (5)
2AsH3(g) = As2(g) + 3H2(g)                                                   (6)

and
2In(l) + 2HCl(g) = 2InCl(g) + H2(g)                            (7)
2PH3(g) = P2(g) + 3H2(g)                                                     (8)

Growth of a solid solution such as GaxIn1-xAsyP1-y can be described by a similar
reaction to (3) and (4):

2xGaCl(g)+2(1-x)InCl(g)+yAs2(g)+(1-y)P2(g)+H2(g) = 2GaxIn1-xAsyP1-y(c)+2HCl(g)

            (9)

The desired composition GaxIn1-xAsyP1-y can be obtained by a judicious choice of the
gas phase composition based on thermodynamic relationship between them48,49.
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Figure 6 shows a schematic diagram of a HVPE reactor, which was also used in this
work.  It is an unibarrel reactor where the indium and gallium lie adjacent to each
other in separate gas-tight compartments.  HCl gas is bubbled through these molten
metals in order to increase the efficiency of generation of InCl and GaCl.  Phosphine
can be passed over a catalyst to accomplish facile pyrolysis whenever deemed
necessary.  Arsine is passed straight into the reactor.  Hydrogen sulphide gas is used
to dope a material with S-donor.  The reactor contains several temperatures regions:
source zone (973-1173K), mixing zone (923-1023K), deposition zone (873-1023K)
and extra dopant (523-1173K).  Fe doping is achieved by transporting the Fe dopant
as FeCl2 by a reaction similar to (5) and (7):

Fe(s) + 2HCl(g) = FeCl2(g) + H2(g)            (10)

Figure 6.  Schematic layout of the HVPE reactor employed in this work.

A solid-gas heterogeneous reaction as that of (3) can be limited basically by one of
the following three cases: 1) input mass transport, 2) mass transport due to diffusion,
and 3) surface kinetics50.  All the epitaxial techniques differ from each other
depending on which of these three steps is the rate-determining step.  In LPE and
HVPE step 1), in MOVPE step 2) and in MBE step 3) are the rate determining steps.
Step 1 is characteristic of any equilibrium process.  The other epitaxial techniques are
operating far from the equilibrium conditions51.  The near-equilibrium nature of
HVPE is a consequence of the reversible processes occurring at the interface due to
the volatility of chlorides of group III at the operating temperatures.  According to this
description, the strength of HVPE is easily deduced: 1) since the growth rates are in
principle uniquely determined by the mass input rate of the reactants, very high
growth rates (>20 µm/hour) can be achieved.  2) The volatility of group III chlorides
renders their adsorption on a dielectric mask with respect to the semiconductor
surface extremely difficult.  Therefore, selective growth is an inherent property in
HVPE at the normal operating temperatures.  3) The growth rates on different
crystallographic planes are different under kinetically controlled regime (low growth
temperature), but coincide under thermodynamically controlled regime (higher
growth temperature)50.  Thus, under normal conditions of growth on non-planar
substrates (exposing different crystallographic planes simultaneously for growth)
there is an inherent driving force to reach toward stable crystallographic directions,
which can lead to planarisation.
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Despite the upsurge of the MOVPE technology, the selective regrowth of thick layers
by this technique has been proved to be not flexible52.  Flexible means to achieve
rapid selective regrowth around etched mesas taller than 4 µm.  Although the
introduction of chloride in some chemical form into the MOVPE reactor has resulted
in certain improvements concerning the selectivity, a good planarisation and large
growth rates have not been obtained even in Cl-assisted MOVPE.  Good planarisation
and perfect selectivity facilitate post processing steps and integration, while high-
growth rate is important to avoid dopant redistribution or excessive intermixing of
thin layers in the original structure on which regrowth is carried out53.

High growth rate, perfect selectivity, and good planarisation make HVPE a very
attractive technique to achieve selective and planar regrowth of III-V semiconductors
around non-planar surfaces in order to fabricate buried-heterostructure laser diodes.

II.4.  Semi-insulating III-V materials

Semi-insulating (SI) semiconductors constitute a special class of semiconductor
materials because they possess certain limiting behaviour: they exhibit close to the
minimum dark carrier density permissible for a given band gap.  The semi-insulating
semiconductors are valued for their high resistivity, high defect densities, and short
carrier lifetimes.  They provide device isolation for integrated circuits and current
blocking layers for heterostructure lasers.

Semi-insulating bulk III-V semiconductor crystals have long been the mainstay of III-
V integrated circuit technology because they replace the function of the oxide in
silicon devices to isolate discrete devices or layers within an integrated circuit.
Typical examples of SI bulk III-V semiconductors are chromium-doped GaAs
(GaAs:Cr) and GaAs compensated by the so-called EL2 defect (GaAs:EL2) as well as
iron-doped InP (InP:Fe).  Semi-insulating III-V epilayers or heterostructures are used
as high-resistivity insulating or transport blocking layers for electronic and
optoelectronic devices.  Examples of SI III-V epilayers are InP:Fe54, iron-doped
Ga0.51In0.49P (GaInP:Fe)25, and iron-doped GaAs (GaAs:Fe)28.

In this section, a brief introduction to the deep levels theory and main methods to
produce fully compensated semiconductors is outlined in subsections II.4.1 and II.4.2,
respectively.  Carrier injection in SI materials is discussed in subsection II.4.3.
Finally, subsection II.4.4 describes the main characteristics of the two semi-insulating
materials involved in this work: GaInP:Fe and GaAs:Fe.

II.4.1.  Deep levels

The presence of crystal defects, surfaces, or dopant atoms leads to the appearance of
energy levels within the bandgap of a semiconductor.  These levels are called shallow
if they are near a band edge and deep if they are far (>>kT at 300 K) from the band
edges.  At room temperature (RT), shallow impurities are mostly ionised since there is
enough thermal energy to make carriers at shallow donor (acceptor) levels jump over
the small energy gap into the conduction (valence) band.  In contrast, due to their
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energy position near the middle of the bandgap, such transition is less probable with
the  deep centres (impurities or defects) at RT.  However, deep centres may become
ionised by trapping free electrons (holes) from the conduction (valence) band.  Deep
centres can be classified according to their charge state.  Centres with a neutral and
negatively charged state are called acceptor-like states, whereas centres with a neutral
and positively charged state are called donor-like states.  Thus, acceptor-like (donor-
like) deep centres are neutral in p-type (n-type) semiconductors and ionised in n-type
(p-type) semiconductors55.

The probability per unit time kn (kp) that a centre captures an electron (hole) from the
conduction (valence) band [and changes its charge state from S (B) to B (S)] is
proportional to the concentration n (p) of electrons (holes) in this band:

 k c nn n=            (11)
      k c pp p=                       (12)

where cn and cp are the capture coefficients for electrons and holes, respectively,
which can be expressed as:

 c vn p n p n p, , ,= σ            (13)

where σn and σp are the capture cross sections of electrons and holes, respectively.
The larger the carrier capture cross section, the more likely the trapping of that type of
carrier is to occur.  vn and vp are the thermal velocities of electrons and holes,
respectively.

Carrier emission from the centre to a band occurs with a probability per unit time gn

(B→S) and gp (S→B) for electrons and holes, respectively.  Thus, the changes in
concentration per unit time, or total rates, for the different processes result from the
product of the probability per unit time (kn, kp, gn, gp) times the concentration s or b of
the centre in the corresponding initial charge state.  The total rates are given by

    k s c nsn n=           for electron capture
    g bn                    for electron emission
   k b c pbp p=          for hole capture
   g sp                    for hole emission                 (14)

At thermal equilibrium, each capture rate kns or kpb is equal to the corresponding
emission rate gnb or gps (“principle of detailed balance”56), and the ratio between the
unoccupied and the occupied centres is given by:
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where Nt (= s + b) is the centre density, ft the occupancy factor of the centre55, ET the
deep energy level, EF the Fermi level, T the temperature and k=8.614x10-5 eV/K is the
Boltzmann’s constant.  Thus, applying the “principle of detailed balance” and Eq.
(15), the following expressions are obtained for the carrier emission probability:
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where n1 is the electron concentration when the Fermi level coincides with the energy
level of the centre and p1=ni

2/n1, ni being the intrinsic concentration.  Note that from
Eq. (15), (16) and (17), ft can be written as
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A centre is classified as a trap if once a carrier is captured at the centre site, this
carrier stays there until it is reemitted back into the band it comes from.  But, if a
carrier of opposite sign is trapped on the same site, electron-hole recombination
occurs (before the first carrier is reemitted), then the centre is classified as a
recombination centre.  This is mainly a Shockley-Read-Hall (SRH) recombination
process (characteristically non-radiative), whose net recombination rate, R, is

        R k s g b k b g s
np n

n n p pn n p p
i

p n
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           (19)

where τn and τp are the minority carrier lifetime of holes and electrons due to the
centre, given by:

        τ
σn p

n p n p tv N,
, ,

=
1             (20)

           
Thus, a deep level is characterised by its energy level, ET, and capture cross sections,
σe and σh, while the lifetimes, τp and τn, and the density of deep centres, Nt, are
material parameters.

Figure 7.  Definition and illustration of traps, generation and recombination centres.
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The condition for a defect or impurity of being an electron trap, a hole trap, a
recombination centre, or a generation centre is given by the relative values of ke, kh, ge

and gh, which are functions of the doping concentration, temperature, and
compensation.  Figure 7 illustrates the definition of an electron trap (a), hole trap (b),
generation centre (c) and recombination centre (d)57.  Nevertheless, the name trap is
frequently used to refer to deep levels in general.

II.4.2.  Fully compensated III-V semiconductors

Semi-insulating semiconductors are formed when a dominant deep level cancels
(compensates) the net charges from other defect and dopant levels.  In this way, the
free carrier concentration is reduced and the Fermi level is pinned at an energy near
the dominant deep level, which can be located anywhere within the band structure.
Therefore, in general, a deep level close to the middle of the bandgap is preferred in
order to obtain high resistivity.  It must be noticed that fully compensated materials
are sometimes erroneously referred as “intrinsic” because the Fermi level rests near
the middle of the band gap, as in the textbook case of an ideal intrinsic semiconductor
free of defects.  However, since the Fermi level in SI materials is pinned by the high
compensation of donors by acceptors, or vice versa, features as space-charge effects
and carrier lifetimes are far different from those attributed to intrinsic
semiconductors58.

There are basically four methods for creating intentional compensation: A) radiation
or implant damage, B) compensation of charge around small metallic precipitates, C)
nonstoichiometric growth, and D) doping with impurities to produce known deep
levels.

A) Crystal damage leads to the formation of defects within the semiconductor
characterised by dangling bonds. As the densities of these deep defects produced
by radiation are increased, the Fermi level moves within the band gap, producing
high resistivity materials.  Direct radiation damage can be achieved by proton or
oxygen implantation59.

B) Compensation of charge around small metallic precipitates is a less common
compensation mechanism.  Precipitates can be produced through implantation of
metal ions, followed by annealing, or directly by molecular beam epitaxy at low
substrates temperatures followed by annealing.  The metal precipitates act as
internal Schottky contacts that deplete charge of either sign in a spherical
depletion region60.

C) Nonstoichiometric GaAs and related materials have high density of defects such
as gallium vacancies (VGa), arsenic interstitials (Asi), arsenic antisites (AsGa), and
arsenic precipitates.  For example, low-temperature-grown (LTG) GaAs by MBE
at 200-400 °C is nonstoichiometric with an excess of arsenic that is taken up by
point defects in the as-grown materials61.  This is a common method to fabricate
SI-GaAs epilayers.  SI-GaInP has been also prepared as LTG GaInP by MBE at
200 °C [resistivity (ρ) ≈ 4x109 Ωcm]62.

D) It is relatively easy to introduce dopant precursors into the epitaxial growth
process, making possible to directly grow compensated materials.  The most
common dopants used for intentional compensation in III-V semiconductors are
the transition metal elements.  These impurities, when incorporated
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substitutionally into the semiconductor host give birth to donor- or acceptor-deep
levels.  These are known to occupy the III-sites, i.e., cation sites.  Among the deep
level dopants Fe, Cr, Ti and Ru63,64,65,66 that have been investigated so far in InP,
Fe is one of the most extensively studied transition metal dopant.  High
resistivities of InP:Fe, approaching 2x108 Ωcm, have been measured67 and InP:Fe
layers are commonly used as current confinement layers in InP-based buried
heterostructure lasers.  In GaAs, the transition elements Fe, Cr and Ti have been
also studied68,69,70.  Ternary and quaternary materials can be made semi-insulating
by using the common deep acceptor Fe as in InP and GaAs.  Ga0.47In0.53As:Fe
exhibits ρ ∼ 103 Ωcm, close to its intrinsic value71.  Extremely high ρ values have
been measured on iron-doped Ga0.51In0.49P grown by HVPE72 as it will be shown
in subsection II.4.4.  Iron-doped quaternaries GaInAsP and AlGaInAs have been
also investigated73.  In the case of AlGaAs, non-metallic dopants as Ge and
oxygen have been used to fabricate semi-insulating AlGaAs layers by LPE and
MOVPE, respectively, as current blocking layers in GaAs-based buried
heterostructure lasers74,75.  Additional data about type (donor or acceptor), charge
states and energy level of common deep impurities in InP, GaAs and GaP can be
found in Ref. 58 and 76.

II.4.3.  Carrier injection in SI materials

To exemplify the discussion on carrier injection in trap-controlled insulators, SI-
InP:Fe will be used since it has been extensively studied, and it can be generalised to
other SI materials.  Substitutional Fe in InP (Eg = 1.35 eV) provides a deep acceptor
level at Ec-0.6 eV 63, i.e., very near the middle of the bandgap.  This deep acceptor
level compensates background shallow donors by trapping the electrons and thereby
lowering the thermal electron concentration.  In this way, the trapped negative charge
opposes further electron injection.  Thus, the material remains highly resistive under
low and moderate electron injection.  But when the voltage is further increased, a
breakdown voltage is reached and the current rises significantly.  According to
Lampert and Mark theory77, this breakdown voltage (Vb) corresponds to the trap-filled
regime (that is, all the traps are filled and injected carriers go increasingly into the
conduction band) and its value is given by

      V e N N d
b

t d=
−( ) 2

2ε
            (21)

where Nt is the total Fe trap concentration, ε the dielectric constant of InP, e the
fundamental charge, d the thickness of the semi-insulating layer, and Nd is the
background shallow donor concentration (filled trap density at equilibrium).
Nevertheless, Lampert and Mark’s simplified theory does not consider certain factors
such as diffusion effects, generation/recombination processes, drift velocity saturation
and impact ionisation that can affect the breakdown voltage and, in general, the
current-voltage (I-V) behaviour of SI structures78.  For example, if the InP:Fe layer is
very thin in a n/SI/n structure, carrier diffusion effects at the interfaces may make this
layer ineffective for current blocking.  This is not due to the bulk properties of the
InP:Fe layer but to the behaviour of the n/SI/n configuration.
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If instead of electrons, holes are injected in a p/InP:Fe/p structure, its I-V behaviour
will be different from that of the n/InP:Fe/n configuration79.  Still, the p/SI/p structure
exhibits high resistivity, although not because of hole trapping, since Fe is mainly an
electron trap, but due to the structure itself with the Fermi level in the upper half of
the bandgap.  In addition, this fact also leads to a decrease of the p/SI/p resistivity as
the Fe concentration increases, opposite to the n/SI/n structure.

Finally, when holes are injected into the InP:Fe material in a n/InP:Fe/p configuration,
they recombine with electrons which have been trapped by deep-level centres,
resulting in the removal of the barrier to electron injection.  In this way, both electrons
and holes are injected into the SI material.  This phenomenon is called “double
injection”80.  Thus, under double injection, the semi-insulating behaviour as expected
of a deep level dopant is not retained and hence significant current can flow through
this material.  As it will be seen in Part III, double injection in the SI burying layer of
a BH-laser is a cause of leakage current.

II.4.4.  Semi-insulating Ga0.51In0.49P:Fe and GaAs:Fe

A)  SI-GaInP:Fe

So far, Fe doped GaInP has been obtained by LPE81 and HVPE25.  Active iron
occupies the III-group site and introduces a deep acceptor level at 0.74 eV above the
valence band81.  The empty state, the neutral charge state, is Fe3+, and the filled one,
the negatively charged state, is Fe2+.

The carrier capture cross sections of Fe in GaInP have been studied by several
authors.  Cesna et al.82 measured the electron capture cross section at different
temperatures by time-resolved photoluminescence (TR-PL), obtaining a value of σn in
the range from 6x10-16 to 1x10-15 cm2 for the temperature interval 70-250 K.
Takanohashi et al.81 measured a value of 3.4x10-13 cm2 for the hole capture cross
section (σp) by deep-level transient spectroscopy (DLTS).  Before the capture of an
electron, the defect is in the neutral Fe3+ state with no long-range potential, while
before the capture of a hole, the defect is in the Fe2+ state of charge –1, leading to a
long-range attractive potential.  It is thus reasonable that σh > σe.

Lourdudoss et al.72 characterised the I-V-T behaviour of n-GaAs/GaInP:Fe/n-GaAs
structures prepared by HVPE, demonstrating for the first time the semi-insulating
nature of GaInP:Fe.  Fig. 8 shows the resistivity at 0.1 V bias of GaInP:Fe as a
function of the total Fe concentration (measured by secondary ion mass spectroscopy
(SIMS)) at various temperatures.  It is seen that the resistivity varies with the total Fe
concentration ([FeSIMS]) reaching a maximum value at [FeSIMS] ≈ 4x1017 cm-3.  It is
remarkable that GaInP:Fe exhibits extremely high values of the resistivity (I-V curves
could not be obtained below 398 K due to the very high resistance of the samples).
This fact is of great importance in the fabrication of both electronic and optoelectronic
devices.

The aforementioned authors also indicated the existence of interstitial Fe atoms and
FeP precipitates, besides site-incorporated Fe, in GaInP:Fe grown by HVPE.  This
means that the active Fe concentration (site-incorporated Fe), which provides the SI
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Figure 8.  Resistivity of GaInP:Fe grown by HVPE measured at several temperatures
as function of the total Fe concentration (From Lourdudoss et al.72).

properties, is, in fact, lower than the total Fe concentration ([FeSIMS]).  The active Fe
concentration (Nt) was estimated from the I-V electrical measurements by using Mark
and Lampert breakdown voltage equation (Eq. 21), resulting in values in the range of
2.5x1015 to 1.5x1016 cm-3.

B)  SI-GaAs:Fe

MBE83 and, more recently, HVPE28 have been used to grow SI Fe-doped GaAs.  Iron
occupies Ga site and forms a deep Fe3+/Fe2+ acceptor level localised at 0.52 eV above
the valence band.  Fe3+ is the neutral state and Fe2+ is the ionised charge state 84.  The
native defect EL2 can be also found in Fe-doped GaAs grown by either MBE or
HVPE.  EL2 defect is believed to be related to the presence of an As atom on the Ga
lattice site (the antisite defect AsGa)85 or an As antisite and As interstitial pair, AsGa-
Asi, or other (AsGa)-related defects86, and introduces a deep donor level at 0.75 eV
above the valence band edge.  EL20 is the neutral state and EL2+ is the ionised charge
state87.

The electron and hole capture cross sections at 300 K of Fe in GaAs have been
estimated by several authors.  Lang and Logan88 reported an electron capture cross
section of 6x10-20 cm2 and a hole capture cross section of 2x10-16 cm2.  Kleverman et
al.89 reported 1x10-19 cm2 for the electron capture cross section.  More recently,
Messmer et al.28 have obtained an electron and hole capture cross section of 7x10-18

cm2 and 2x10-15 cm2, respectively, from TR-PL measurements.  Regarding the
electron and hole capture cross sections at 300 K of EL2 in GaAs, Look et al.90 have
reported values of σn=1.4x10-16 cm2 and σp=2x10-18 cm2, respectively.
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Figure 9.  Resistivity at 298 K of GaAs:Fe grown by HVPE as function of Fe
concentration (from Messmer et al.28).

Electrical properties of SI-GaAs:Fe grown by HVPE have been studied by Messmer
et al.28.  In that work, I-V-T measurements on n-GaAs/GaAs:Fe/n-GaAs structures
were achieved and, from them, the activation energy and resistivity at 0.1 V (see Fig.
9) were determined as a function of the iron concentration.  The measured activation
energy indicated the presence of deep levels associated to Fe2+/Fe3+ and EL20/EL2+

traps.  As shown in Fig. 9, the resistivity was found to be dependent on the Fe
concentration and the degree of compensation between the Fe deep acceptor and the
EL2 deep donor.  A maximum resistivity at 298 K of ρ ≈ 4x109 Ωcm was measured.

II.5.  Techniques for characterising regrown SI materials

Characterisation of the epitaxially regrown structures is extremely important in order
to analyse phenomena such as doping distribution, dopant interdiffusion, regrowth
mechanisms, material composition of the regrown material (if ternary or quaternary),
etc, which can be of importance for the operation of the final device.

Techniques for characterising regrown SI materials must be able to provide
information about the semi-insulating behaviour of the regrown layer, which is related
to the active trap concentration and free carrier density.  In addition, when a semi-
insulating material is grown around a laser mesa, the regrown region in the immediate
vicinity of the mesa extending only a few micrometers is very critical.  Events
happening in that region can be of crucial importance for the device function.
Therefore, the techniques to be employed to characterise these structures must be able
to operate in those small dimensions with a good spatial resolution.  Time-resolved
photoluminescence and scanning capacitance microscope satisfy both requirements.
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II.5.1.  Time-resolved photoluminescence (TR-PL)

TR-PL is a contact-less and non-destructive technique with a capability to measure
very short trapping times.  It is a direct method to study the carrier trapping since the
decay of the luminescence measured at the bandgap energy is determined by the
carrier transfer from the extended band states to the localised states in the trapping
centres.

Fig. 10 shows a time-resolved photoluminescence set-up.  The samples are excited by
a self-mode-locking Ti:sapphire laser with an excitation at above-band energies (using
light at 790 nm for GaAs samples and frequency-doubled light at 410 nm for GaInP
samples).  Spatial resolution is achieved by focusing the excitation beam to a spot of
around 1.0 µm diameter.  Temporal resolution depends on the laser and the detector,
to generate and detect very short pulses.  High resolution (3 ps) is obtained by using a
streak camera as detector, although in order to achieve the highest time resolution, a
non-linear crystal should be used as detector, which can measure times comparable to
the pulse width of the laser (100 fs).  The original laser pulse and the light emitted
from the sample are focused into the same spot on the non-linear crystal and generate
the sum frequency when both signals are apparent.  The laser pulse is delayed and
thereby a temporal resolution is enabled.  The sum frequency output is dispersed by a
monochromator and detected by a photon counter.

Figure 10.  Set-up for time-resolved photoluminescence measurements.

The involved trapping mechanism produces a reduction in the measured carrier
lifetime (τ).  The lifetime (or PL decay time) of the photo-generated carriers can be
obtained by fitting (in the simplest case with an exponential decay curve) the
measured PL transients.  Once the lifetime is determined, Eq. 20 indicates that, if the
capture cross sections are known, the active trap concentration (Nt) can be quantified
or vice-versa.
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In addition to the deep level-related information, this technique as a typical PL
characterisation, can also provide information related to the energy bandgap of the
excited material, such as alloy composition and ordering effect91.

Thus, the small dimensions of the excitation spot over the sample (∼1 µm diameter)
allow achieving a PL mapping of the analysed surface (e.g. a cleaved surface
perpendicular to mesa stripes) in order to provide valuable information about spatial
distribution of traps (e.g. active Fe distribution in regrown Fe-doped layers around
laser mesas92), besides material composition and/or ordering in alloys.

II.5.2.  Scanning capacitance microscopy (SCM)

SCM has recently been introduced as a high-resolution two-dimensional (2-D) dopant
profiling method93.  In this technique, the ultimate limit of the spatial resolution is
determined by an atomic force microscope (AFM) controlling the experiment, i.e., in
the nm regime (10-50 nm).  It is based on the measurement of the local capacitance
created by a nanometric probe tip at one point over the surface of the sample to obtain
electrical information about the carrier population at that site.

Figure 11 shows a schematic diagram of a SCM set-up.  The probe tip and the sample
form a metal-insulator-semiconductor (MIS) capacitor.  The MIS capacitance depends
on the dielectric properties and thickness of the insulating layer that covers the sample
(or the probe tip), the local carrier concentration of the semiconductor and the bias
condition.  The probe scans over the sample surface, using force feedback like in
conventional AFM, measuring the MIS capacitance by applying an ac voltage
(typically between 1 and 100 kHz).  A capacitance sensor measures the variation in
capacitance.  This sensor must have a very high sensitivity in order to provide high
spatial resolution and accuracy.  The voltage-dependent capacitance, as measured in
each pixel of the obtained image, between the tip and the sample is used to extract
information on the local doping concentration.  Since a contact mode AFM is used for
the 2-D scan, both topographical and electrical information is obtained
simultaneously.

Figure 11.  Schematic diagram of a SCM set-up.
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SCM cannot directly provide quantitative information on the active trap
concentration.  However, it can detect SI behaviour, which is extremely useful in
order to analyse spatial electrical nature of trap-controlled semiconductors.

II.6.  Semiconductor laser characterisation

In this section, the most relevant performance characteristics of a semiconductor laser
are presented.  Subsection II.6.1 describes static characteristics, that is, those obtained
under zero or slow variation of the drive current.  In subsection II.6.2, the frequency
dependence of the small-signal modulation response of a semiconductor laser is
briefly explained.  A detailed treatment of these topics can be found in Ref. 3 and 94.

II.6.1.  Static characteristics

A) Light-current characteristics

The light-current (L-I) curve results from the measurement of the output power
emitted by one facet of a semiconductor laser as a function of the device current.  The
current I is related to the current density J, which is injected into the active layer by

I I I AJ Ia L L= + = +                       (22)

where A is the area of the active-region, Ia is the current through the active layer, and
IL is the leakage current, that is, the part of the total current that does not pass through
the active layer.  If the current density is laterally nonuniform, J in Eq. 22 should be
interpreted as the average injected current density over the width of the active layer.

Figure 12.  Schematic Light-current (L-I) curve of a semiconductor laser illustrating
the threshold current (Ith), slope efficiency and power saturation.  A kink in the L-I
curve may indicate a change in the optical mode.
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Fig. 12 shows a typical L-I curve.  From this curve, important device parameters such
as threshold current, differential quantum efficiency and maximum output power can
be obtained.  The threshold current (Ith) indicates the minimum drive current
necessary for lasing (stimulated emission starts to dominate).  A very low Ith is always
desirable.

The differential quantum efficiency (ηd), defined as the number of photons out per
electron in, can be determined by measuring the slope efficiency [dPo/dI] from the L-I
curve and then multiplying this number by [q/hν].  That is:

η
νd

oq
h

dP
dI

= for I>Ith            (23)

It is usual to express ηd per laser facet; in that case Po is the emitted power from the
corresponding facet.

The slope efficiency remains reasonably constant until the output power begins to
saturate.  Possible mechanisms for such saturation can be an increase of the leakage
current with I (a smaller part of the total current is injected into the active layer),
junction heating as the drive current and laser power increase, and increment of the
internal loss with I due to free carrier absorption or scattering processes94.

Changes in the optical mode (mode transition or appearance of additional higher-
order modes) along the junction plane are usually associated with kinks in the L-I
curve as illustrated in Fig. 12.

B) Current-Voltage characteristics

The current-voltage (I-V) curve of a semiconductor laser, as that shown in Fig. 13,
and its derivatives may give important information concerning the electrical
characteristics of the device.  Below threshold, the I-V characteristics of a broad-area
laser is that of a p-n junction (Shockley equation) with a series resistance R.  The
series resistance is the result of the contact resistance and that of the various layers.
Above threshold, the voltage across the laser diode (Vd) saturates since the splitting of
the quasi-Fermi levels is clamped because the gain and the carrier density saturate3.
Thus, the measured voltage across the laser diode under forward bias is given by

                  V V IRd= +            (24)
and
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           (25)

where nf is the ideality factor of the laser diode, T is the temperature, q is the electron
charge and kB is the Boltzmann constant.

Eq. (25) reveals that the quantity I(dV/dI) drops by a value of (nfkBT/q) at threshold.
The measurement of this quantity can provide information about the junction
characteristics of the laser diode.  The observation of sublinearity in the above-
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threshold variation of I(dV/dI) with I is an indication of leakage current94.  In
addition, shunt paths across the laser diode can be detected by measuring the I-V and
I(dV/dI)-I curves.  A slow turn-on of the I-V curve is due to the flow of current
through a resistive shunt, and its slope at low currents is equal to the shunt resistance.
In this case, the corresponding I(dV/dI)-I curve exhibits a “bump” before threshold.

The I-V characteristics under reverse bias can also provide further understanding on
the leakage current in buried-heterostructure laser diodes.  The current through the
device under reverse bias corresponds to the saturation reverse current of the laser
diode plus current flowing through shunt paths.  Thus, the magnitude of those leakage
current components which do not depend on the polarity bias, as that through the laser
mesa sidewalls, can be estimated by measuring the device current under reverse bias
operation.

Figure 13.  Schematic current-voltage (I-V) curve of a semiconductor laser.  The
turn-on voltage (in V) corresponds approximately with the value of the laser active
region bandgap, Eg (in eV).  Vth is the voltage at threshold.  The series and the shunt
resistance are obtained from the slope of the curve above threshold and at low
currents, respectively.

C) Mode characteristics

The emission spectrum of a semiconductor laser allows us to know its longitudinal
mode characteristics.  The spectrum of the laser emission is determined by the
transmission characteristics of the resonance optical cavity of the laser and the gain
spectrum profile of the active region.  In Fabry-Perot lasers, due to the large cavity
length, the longitudinal mode spacing is small compared to the line width of the gain
and, thereby, several longitudinal modes are selected.  Therefore, single longitudinal
mode operation (mode suppression ratio > 20 dB) is difficult to achieve.   On the
other hand, a VCSEL possesses a very short cavity length, thereby the longitudinal
mode spacing is large and there is only one longitudinal mode in the gain line width
(single longitudinal mode operation).  Nevertheless, the appearance of high order
transverse modes in a VCSEL can lead to the observation of several cavity-resonance
frequencies in the emission spectrum.  This is because the transverse modes may
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modify spatially the effective index of the structure allowing different resonance
conditions (frequencies).

The spatial-mode characteristics of a semiconductor laser are characterised by the so-
called near field and far field.  The spatial-intensity distribution of the emitted light
near the laser facet is known as the near field.  In general, several transverse and
lateral modes may appear, and the resulting near field is formed by a superposition of
them.  However, the active layer dimension is chosen in such a way that only the
lowest-order transverse and lateral modes are supported by the waveguide.  In this
case the near field exhibits a Gaussian distribution, showing the shape of a single
elliptical spot in IPLs or a circular spot in circular VCSELs.  The full widths at half
maximum (FWHM), along the two axis of an elliptical spot or along the diameter of a
circular one, are taken to be a measure of the spot.

The angular intensity distribution far from the laser facet is known as the far field.
The far-field patterns indicate the angular spread of the laser mode and are important
in determining the coupling efficiency between the semiconductor laser and an optical
fiber.  Mathematically the far-field pattern is obtained by taking the two-dimensional
Fourier transform of the near field.  The angles corresponding to the lateral and
transverse directions taken at the FWHM (beam divergence) are used as a measure of
the angular spread of the emitted light.

Both near and far fields depend on the guiding mechanism.  Thus, for strongly index-
guided lasers, the near field is largely confined within the active layer95, while, in
contrast, the lateral near field for gain-guided lasers extends considerably beyond the
oxide window width94.  In general, strong index antiguiding produces wide far-field29,
gain-guiding structures exhibit twin-lobe far fields96, and with strong index-guiding
narrow far-fields are obtained97.  Therefore, the near field and far- field can be used to
determine the optical guiding mechanism in semiconductor lasers.

II.6.2.  Dynamic characteristics

The output power of a semiconductor laser can be modulated directly by modulating
the excitation current.  The analysis of its modulation properties allows us to
determine its feasibility to be used as light source for high-speed data transmission
systems.  Particularly, the small-signal modulation analysis is useful for predicting the
parameter dependence94.  In this analysis, the modulation current is made up of dc
(>Ith) and small amplitude ac components.  A typical frequency dependence of the
small-signal modulation response of a single-mode semiconductor laser is shown in
Fig. 14, where ω=2πf, f being the frequency of the ac component.  The 3-dB small-
signal modulation bandwidth (f3dB) is defined as the modulation frequency at which
the laser response has dropped 3 dB (one half) with respect to its value at low
frequencies.  f3dB represents the practical modulation bandwidth of the semiconductor
laser before the output signal is degraded.  The modulation response (transfer
function) of a single-mode semiconductor laser can be modelled as3:

      H f
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Figure 14.  Schematic intensity modulation response of a semiconductor laser at
various dc bias currents (>Ith).  The concepts of 3dB modulation bandwidth (ω3dB),
resonance frequency (ωR), and damping (γ) are illustrated.  ωp is the parasitic cut-off
frequency.  Relationships among these concepts are also shown. [From Ref. 3]

where A is a constant, fr is the resonance frequency, γ is the damping, fp is the
parasitic cutoff frequency, and τd is a delay parameter.

There are basically three limiting mechanisms of the modulation bandwidth in single
mode semiconductor lasers:

a) Parasitic effects.  They are mainly due to contact and distributed parasitics
(capacitances and resistances) and act as a low-pass filter introducing a cutoff
frequency.  The parasitic limit is given by:

f fdB par p3 2 3, ( )= +            (27)

b) Thermal effects.  They appear due to thermal resistance, electrical resistance,
leakage and spontaneous recombination.  They lead to saturation of the resonance
frequency (fr,max).  The thermal limit is given by:

          f fdB therm r3 1 2, ,max= +            (28)

c) Damping effects.  This limitation is produced by nonlinear gain, carrier transport
phenomena and long photon lifetime.  It is characterised by the so-called K-factor,
which determines the ultimate limit or maximum intrinsic modulation bandwidth.
The damping limit is given by:

                  f
KdB damp3

2 2
, = π            (29)
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By fitting the measured modulation response to Eq. (26), and from Eq. (27), (28) and
(29), it is possible to extract the aforementioned parameters and determine the
limiting factor of the laser bandwidth.

Other figures of merit of high-speed semiconductor lasers are the so-called D-factor,
determined from the slope of the resonance frequency versus the square root of (I-Ith)
[D=fr/√(I-Ith)], and the modulation current efficiency factor (MCEF), obtained from
the slope of the 3-dB modulation bandwidth versus the square root of (I-Ith)
[D=f3dB/√(I-Ith)].  Both parameters are usually given in GHz/√mA.

II.7.  Leakage current in buried heterostructure laser diodes

Leakage current in a buried heterostructure laser diode is defined as the component of
the injected current which does not pass through the active layer of the laser structure.
That is, leakage current does not contribute to lasing and, therefore, may deteriorate
the laser performance in terms of high threshold currents [Eq. (22)], low efficiencies,
prompt power saturation and poor temperature performance94.  Thus, the analysis of
the leakage current in BH-lasers is of major importance in order to identify its causes
and prevention.

Fig. 15 shows a schematic picture of a BH-laser diode illustrating the main paths of
the leakage current.  A simple buried heterostructure geometry configuration has been
considered for illustration purposes and simplicity.  Since the device is symmetric,
only the right half is shown.  It is clear that the only ways for the leakage current to
flow from the p-contact to the n-contact are along the mesa sidewalls [current (i)] and
through the burying layer [currents (ii) and (iii)].  Current along the mesa sidewalls (i)
can occur due to surface recombination via surface states (surface defects) on the
etched sidewalls caused by the mesa etching process.  The degree of damage on the
mesa sidewalls is mainly related to the employed etching techniques.  Etching
techniques based on physical removal (partly or completely), like reactive ion beam
etching (RIBE), sputter etch and ion milling, damage the etched surfaces
considerably, although they offer good control on the mesa dimensions producing
almost vertical sidewalls with little lateral etch (undercutting).  On the other hand,
etch procedures based on chemical mechanisms, like wet etching, plasma etching and
gas etching, do not produce as much damage as the aforementioned techniques,
although they offer poorer dimensional control and uniformity.  In addition, surface
recombination velocity (S) depends on the considered material; for example, for a
GaAs surface exposed to air, S is about two orders of magnitude larger than that for
InP98.  The magnitude of the current along the mesa sidewalls may be reduced by
passivating the surface states with, e.g., epitaxial regrowth around the mesa6.
Leakage current (i) is independent on the device bias polarity, that is, its magnitude
must be the same under both reverse and forward bias.

The leakage path (ii) represents the leakage current due to carrier injection from the
layers of the laser structure into the burying layer.  Such injection may be caused by
potential profiles appearing on the junctions and heterojunctions between the laser
mesa materials and the burying materials under laser operation (forward bias).  The
energy band diagram at equilibrium of the basic laser structure and the burying
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configuration considered separately are modified to some extent when both structures
are joined to form the buried heterostructure, in order to maintain the Fermi energy
level constant throughout the whole device.  The resultant band distribution can lead,
for example, to alter the band diagram of a p-n-p-n current blocking layer in such a
way that no junction is reverse-biased under laser operation, with the consequent
increase of the leakage current99.  If a semi-insulating material is used as the burying
layer, leakage current (iii) can arise from the fact that both electrons and holes are
injected (i.e. double injection80 occurs) into the semi-insulating layer.  Under double
injection condition, deep levels in the SI material act mainly as recombination centres,
rather than trap centres, leading to a leakage current by electron-hole
recombination100.

Figure 15.  Schematic illustration of leakage current paths in a buried heterostructure
laser diode: (i) through the laser mesa sidewalls, (ii) through the burying layer due to
carrier injection from the laser mesa and (iii) through the burying layer due to carrier
injection from the top contact and substrate.  The dashed lines represent the
combination of these main leakage paths.

The leakage component (iii) may occur when the width of the metal contact over the
mesa is wider than the mesa width, and, therefore, it contacts not only the top of the
laser mesa but also part of the burying material.  This can lead to current flow through
the blocking layer, reverse-biased p-n junctions or a semi-insulating layer.  In the
former configuration the leakage current (iii) would correspond to the reverse
saturation current of the blocking p-n junctions, which is normally very small (on the
order of nA).  It is evident that the current through the p-n blocking structure will be
different under reverse operation of the laser p-n junction, due to its non-symmetry.
In configurations based on SI materials, the high resistivity of the burying layer
should produce a small leakage current through path (iii).  The magnitude of this
current may depend on the bias polarity because the configuration formed by the SI
layer and the n-substrate (SI/n-substrate) is non-symmetric.  A junction formed by a
n-layer and a SI-layer (n/SI), with the n-layer inserted between the p-metal contact
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and the SI layer, can be also used in order to reduce even more the current path
(iii)100.  The purpose of the n-layer is to block hole injection from the p-contact into
the SI material in order to avoid double injection.  In this case, leakage current (iii)
would correspond to that flowing through a n/SI/n-substrate structure, which is
usually highly resistive72,100, although, as in the previous cases, its magnitude may be
dependent on the bias polarity if the geometry of the configuration is not symmetric.

It is obvious that current paths resulting from the combination of the aforementioned
basic leakage paths may also occur (e.g., dashed lines in Fig. 15), especially in the
near vicinity of the laser mesa where the energy band bending may be considerable.
As mentioned in the previous section, experimental estimation of the magnitude and
origin of the leakage current in a semiconductor laser may be revealed by measuring
its I-V curve.  Nevertheless, to determine the main leakage paths and their causes in a
BH laser can be a complicated task, even in simple geometries as that illustrated in
Fig. 15, especially in the presence of layers of different material composition and
doping in a two-dimensional (2-D) distribution.  The use of 2-D device simulators has
been shown to be a very useful tool for this purpose99,100.
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III.  ORIGINAL WORK

The development of the thesis is presented in this part.  The purpose here has been to
show and discuss the most significant results published in the appended papers in a
coherent manner, so that the reader can follow the evolution of the work from
epitaxial growth to device simulation, passing through materials and device
characterisation.  Additional comments to the experiments and results not included in
the papers are also presented.

Each section of this part describes the achievement of each of the four aims of the
thesis mentioned in the introduction.  Section III.1 (associated to paper A) presents
the development of a suitable, reliable and reproducible technique to achieve selective
epitaxial regrowth of semi-insulating materials around high Al-containing
GaAs/AlGaAs laser mesas by HVPE, overcoming the major problem due to Al
oxidation, as well as regrowth morphological characteristics.  In section III.2, buried
heterostructures with semi-insulating materials are characterised by optical (TR-PL)
(paper B and C) and electrical (SCM) (paper D) characterisation techniques in order
to provide relevant information regarding the properties of regrown SI layers and
regrowth-related features.  The performance of fabricated BH lasers, static (paper E,
F and G) and dynamic (paper H) characteristics, is presented and discussed in section
III.3.  Analysis of the leakage current in BH lasers with SI-GaInP blocking layer by
computer simulation is described in section III.4 (paper I), fulfilling the last of the
aims.  Finally, conclusions and suggestions for future research are outlined in section
III.5.

III.1.  Epitaxial regrowth around Al-containing laser mesas

This is probably the most important section of the thesis since all the following
sections are based on this.  First, growth and properties of GaInP and GaAs layers on
planar GaAs substrates and regrowth experiments achieved on non-planar GaAs
substrates carried out by HVPE are presented in subsection III.1.1.  Subsection III.1.2
shows results on regrowth around GaAs/AlGaAs laser mesas by using several Al-
oxide removal methods, explaining their characteristics and reasons which led to the
final method: HCl-based in-situ cleaning.  Subsection III.1.3 provides a qualitative
explanation of the operation of the HCl gas-based in-situ cleaning technique.  Finally,
morphology and mechanisms of GaInP and GaAs regrowth are discussed in
subsection III.1.4.

Regrowth experiments were achieved in the HVPE reactor described in subsection
II.3.2 and shown schematically in Fig. 6, at atmospheric pressure in an ambient of
nitrogen.

III.1.1. GaInP and GaAs layers properties

Layers of GaInP and GaAs were epitaxially grown on planar GaAs substrates by
HVPE in order to calibrate and determine electrical properties of the materials
intended for regrowth.
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Undoped layers of GaInP were grown on (100) SI-GaAs substrates at different growth
temperatures, obtaining the best surface morphology at 700 °C.  Using this growth
temperature, the GaInP composition was calibrated by modifying the pGa/(pGa+pIn)
ratio, pGa and pIn being the partial pressures of GaCl and InCl, respectively.  The
composition was chosen according to the work reported by Hoshino et al.101.  These
authors showed that the crystal quality of GaInP grown by Cl-VPE at atmospheric
pressure is better when GaInP is lattice matched to GaAs at the growth temperature
than at room temperature.  Applying this, the lattice mismatch value at room
temperature corresponding to lattice match at our growth temperature of 700 °C is
equal to +950 ppm102 (the sign “+” indicates that the composition of GaInP lies on the
InP side).  Thus, the HCl gas flow rates through Ga and In were adjusted in order to
obtain a lattice mismatch value at RT in the range from zero to +950 ppm.  In
particular, the material was considered optimised for a lattice mismatch, measured by
high resolution X-ray diffraction (HRXRD), of +855 ppm, which corresponds to
50.45% of Ga [Eg=1.874 eV at RT (Eq. 2)].  The flow rates were 1.9 sccm, 11 sccm
and 225 sccm for GaCl, InCl and PH3 (30% in hydrogen), respectively, which leads to
a V/III ratio of 5.2.  The growth rate was ∼12 µm/h.  Room temperature Hall
measurements achieved on 2 µm thick undoped GaInP layers revealed a n-type
residual concentration of ∼3x1015 cm-3, resistivity of ∼0.5 Ωcm, and Hall mobility of
∼3900 cm2/Vs.  Hoshino and co-workers obtained for undoped Ga0.52In0.48P grown by
chloride vapour phase epitaxy a background carrier concentration of 1x1015 cm-3 and
mobility around 2000 cm2/Vs.  The high value of the mobility in our samples
indicates good quality material.

The growth parameters for Fe-doped GaInP were the same as those for undoped
GaInP but with additional HCl flow (0.9 sccm) over solid Fe during growth.  The total
iron concentration was measured by SIMS.  The resistivity of n-GaAs/GaInP:Fe/n-
GaAs structures as a function of the total iron concentration is shown in Fig. 8.  A
detailed description about growth and characterisation can be found in Ref. 72 and
102.

Sulfur-doped GaInP layers were also grown by HVPE and characterized by Hall
effect in order to determine the electrical properties of n-type GaInP, which was
intended to use in a n-GaInP/GaInP:Fe structure as burying configuration in BH
lasers.  The growth parameters were the same as those for undoped GaInP growth but
with additional H2S (200 ppm in H2) gas flow (195 sccm).  The measured electron
concentration, resistivity and Hall mobility at room temperature were ∼3x1018 cm-3,
∼5x10-3 Ωcm and ∼490 cm2/Vs, respectively.

Undoped GaAs layers were grown at a growth temperature of 735 °C, with flow rates
of 2.5 sccm and 180 sccm for GaCl (pure HCl through Ga) and AsH3 (5% in
hydrogen), respectively, which corresponds to a V/III ratio of 3.6.  The growth rate
was ∼ 4 µm/h.  Room temperature Hall measurements on 2 µm thick GaAs layers
grown on SI-GaAs indicated a n-type background concentration of ∼ 1x1015 cm-3,
resistivity of ∼ 1.0 Ωcm, and Hall mobility of ∼ 5100 cm2/Vs.

The procedure to calibrate Fe-doped GaAs was similar to that realised on GaInP:Fe.
Details about characterisation procedures and results are reported by Messmer et al.28.
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The measured resistivity of n-GaAs/GaAs:Fe/n-GaAs planar configurations versus the
total iron concentration is shown in Fig. 9.

Prior to the intended regrowth of the aforementioned materials around Al-containing
laser structures, regrowth experiments around non-planar GaAs substrates were
carried out for testing purposes.  Fig. 16 shows two examples of epitaxial growth
around non-planar substrates achieved by HVPE, illustrating the strength of this
technique described in subsection II.3.2.  The silicon nitride etch mask used to
fabricate the non-planar structures was also employed during regrowth.  In Fig. 16A,
GaInP has been selectively regrown around wet etched 5.5-µm tall mesa stripes along
the [110] direction on a GaAs (001) substrate.  It is seen that no growth has taken
place on the silicon nitride mask and planarisation is remarkable despite the
considerable height of the mesa.  The growth time was 10 minutes.  Fig. 16.B shows
also a non-planar GaAs (001) substrate with GaInP regrowth by HVPE, but in this
case growth has been achieved inside the wet etched 7.5-µm deep grooves along the
[110] direction.  It is also observed that GaInP has grown selectively inside the deep
groove and not over the mask.  The growth time was 12 minutes.  In both cases, the
excessive growth time allows observing the formation of (111)B planes (consisting of
only phosphorous atoms) above the non-planar structures.  {111} planes are very
stable due to their lowest surface energy50.  During HVPE growth under an excess
PH3 or AsH3 atmosphere, (111)B has been found to be more stable than (111)A
planes (consisting of only III-group atoms), as Fig. 16A and 16B corroborate.

A)

B)

Figure 16.  Selective epitaxial regrowth of GaInP by hydride vapour phase epitaxy
around [110] directional wet etched mesa stripes (A) and grooves (B).  (111)B
crystallographic planes appear on excessive regrowth.
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III.1.2.  Al-oxide cleaning procedures

As mentioned in the introduction, the major problem to epitaxial growth around Al-
containing structures is the exposure of the Al-containing surfaces to the atmosphere
after mesa etching since aluminium oxide is formed very quickly.  Al-oxide is a
tenacious oxide, which acts as a mask preventing regrowth due to the high selectivity
of the HVPE technique.  Therefore, an oxide cleaning procedure must be achieved
before regrowth in order to remove Al-oxide and other oxides and contaminants from
the etching process.

GaAs/AlGaAs laser mesas fabricated for the regrowth experiments (details on the
laser structure and mesa fabrication can be found in paper A) were etched through the
active layer down to the GaAs substrate in order to obtain an Al-free planar surface
between mesas.  This was achieved with the purpose of avoiding an excessive area of
Al-containing material susceptible to oxidation.  In this way, the only etched surfaces
where Al-oxidation may occur are those on the sidewalls of the mesa with Al-
containing layers in the laser structure.

A)  Conventional wet cleaning procedures

First attempts to make regrowth around wet etched GaAs/AlGaAs IPL mesas were
conducted by using conventional wet cleaning methods just after mesa etching. Wet
cleaning procedures were based on bases and acids.  In particular, ammonium
hydroxide (NH4OH) 25 % and hydrochloric acid (HCl) 37% solutions, typically used
for oxide removal in GaAs43, were considered.  The wet cleaning time ranged from 2
to 5 min.  These solutions practically do not etch GaAs but their oxides and Al-
containing materials.  On the other hand, the etching of Al-oxide depends on the
phase exhibited by this material.  Al-oxide (Al2O3) can present distinct phases:
amorphous (ρ), cubic (χ, γ), cubic spinel (η), orthorhombic (κ), monoclinic (θ) and
rhombohedral (α-alumina)103. α-alumina is the most stable phase; it resists hydration
and attack by acids.  However this phase is usually formed at high temperatures and
hence its formation is unlikely under our operating conditions.  Usually, oxides
formed in aqueous solutions or by air exposure are mainly non-stoichiometric, often
have non-reproducible compositions and can readily incorporate impurities.  Thus, it
is more probable to find more reactive phases like amorphous, hydrated oxides and γ-
Al2O3 104,105.  Thus, if we consider the most stable of these three phases, γ-Al2O3, the
following reactions may occur

Al2O3 (γ) + 3NH4OH(aq) = 2Al(OH)3 (aq) + 3NH3 (aq)                  (30)
and
                                 Al2O3 (γ) + 6HCl(aq) = 2AlCl3 (aq) + 3H2O                           (31)

when NH4OH and HCl are used, respectively.  The calculated free energy change
(∆G) at 25 °C associated to reactions (30) and (31) is ∆G30 = -14.11 kJ and ∆G31 =
-118.8 kJ, respectively.  In both cases ∆G < 0, that is, both reactions occur
spontaneously towards the consumption of γ-Al2O3.  Therefore, according to the
assumed chemical reactions, both wet cleanings would be effective in removing γ-
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Al2O3 and, therefore, the other less stable possible phases.  On the other hand, it is
also reasonable to expect a chemical etching of Al-containing materials by the
aforementioned etchants as the following reactions suggest:

                        AlAs + 3NH4OH (aq) = Al(OH)3 (aq) + AsH3 + 3NH3 (aq)             (32)
and
                                     AlAs + 3HCl (aq) = AlCl3 (aq) + AsH3                                (33)

with ∆G32 = -289.54 kJ and ∆G33 = -301.27 kJ, respectively, at 25 °C.  In this way,
Al-oxide would be lifted off by the etched mesa material.

In any case, whether the native Al-oxide removal mechanism is by direct Al-oxide
etching or by Al(Ga)As etching, if the wet cleaning is followed by an aqueous
cleaning treatment, the surfaces would oxidise again.  Because of this, after wet
cleaning, the samples were rinsed in propanol instead of water.  In spite of this
preventive measure, even if N2 is blown during the loading of the sample inside the
loading zone of the HVPE reactor, air exposure occurs unavoidably for a short time (a
few seconds).

Figure 17.  Regrowth of GaInP:Fe around a GaAs/AlGaAs IPL mesa cleaned with
ammonium hydroxide for 5 min before regrowth.  Regrowth has taken place only on
the non- or low aluminium containing materials.

Figure 17 illustrates a typical GaInP:Fe regrowth experiment after a conventional wet
Al-oxide removal method.  The cleaning sequence after mesa formation and before
loading was: ammonium hydroxide for 5 minutes, rinsing in propanol twice and N2

blowing.  It is seen that GaInP:Fe has grown on Al-free surfaces, such as the GaAs
substrate and the p-GaAs contact layer, and around the low Al-content active region.
Nevertheless, there is no growth around the Al0.6Ga0.4As cladding layers.  Such a
selective growth is a clear indication that a layer of Al-oxide exists on the
Al0.6Ga0.4As cladding surfaces, which acts as a mask (similar to the top silicon nitride
mask) avoiding growth on it.  It is interesting to observe the appearance of stable
{111}B planes at the edges of the oxidised surfaces similar to the case of excessive
growth in GaAs non-planar structures (Fig. 16).  Regrowth around dry etched circular
VCSEL mesas also led to irregular interfaces with voids.  It is therefore evident that
even if the wet cleaning removes Al-oxide from the mesa sidewalls, the exposure to
air during the loading operation leads to Al-oxide formation, which remains during
the regrowth process.  This fact also indicates that, unlike Ga- and As- oxides105, Al-
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oxide is not eliminated by desorption at temperatures as high as 705 °C and 740 °C
(pre-heat temperatures for GaInP and GaAs regrowth, respectively).

B) HCl in-situ etching

To circumvent the above problem, a different approach was adopted.  Since Al-oxide
is formed inevitably during the loading operation and is not desorbed during the pre-
heat operation (705 °C or 740 °C for 3 minutes), it appears that such oxide should be
removed inside the HVPE growth chamber, where there is no oxygen at all, just
before regrowth.  To this end, a slight etching of the mesa sidewalls by using
hydrogen chloride gas at the growth temperature (700 °C or 735 °C) in the HVPE
growth zone was attempted.  Hereafter, this procedure will be referred to as HCl in-
situ etching.  When this procedure was adopted, no other wet chemical treatment was
employed before loading the etched mesas in the reactor.

The HCl in-situ etching was achieved by introducing pure HCl gas and GaCl (HCl
through Ga) at a flow rate of 0.6 sccm and 1.9 sccm, respectively.  The reason for
adding GaCl was based on previous experiments on in-situ etching of InP in our
HVPE reactor106.  Those experiments revealed that the addition of InCl during HCl
gas etching suppressed to some extent the vertical etching rate.  In this way, a similar
behaviour was expected to occur on in-situ etching of GaAs-based materials.  Since
our purpose was to etch only the sidewalls of the mesa, GaCl would lead to a more
efficient lateral etching.  In order to etch slightly the mesa sidewalls short etching
times were used because excessive times may produce a high lateral etching that
would modify considerably the mesa shape and dimensions.  In addition, as a result of
the HCl gas etching of AlGaAs materials, aluminium chloride is generated [see
reaction (33)], which can etch the quartz (SiO2) walls of the growth chamber.  For the
etching times used in our experiments, 30 and 45 seconds, no noticeable etching of
quartz walls took place.

Regrowth results after in-situ etching were similar to those obtained by using only wet
chemical cleaning methods.  An example of a typical regrowth experiment is shown
in Fig. 18.  In this case, regrowth of GaInP was achieved around wet etched VCSEL

Figure 18.  Regrowth of GaInP:Fe around a GaAs/AlGaAs VCSEL mesa treated with
HCl in-situ etching before regrowth.  No prior wet chemical cleaning based on acids
or bases was used.
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stripe mesas.  After mesa fabrication, the sample was rinsed in propanol, dried with
N2 and immediately loaded in the reactor at high vacuum.  A HCl in-situ etching was
conducted for 30 seconds just before regrowth.  It is observed that the in-situ
treatment was not efficient in removing Al-oxide from the mesa sidewalls.

These results suggest that the Al-oxide layer formed after mesa etching is thick
enough to make useless the HCl in-situ etching.  Therefore, a more elaborate oxide
removal procedure should be employed.

III.1.3.  HCl-based in-situ cleaning

From the previous experiments we can extract the following conclusions: a) Al
oxidation occurs inevitably during the loading operation, which makes necessary an
oxide removal in-situ treatment into the reactor, and b) this in-situ procedure results to
be not effective with no previous wet chemical cleaning.  Thus, the next cleaning
procedure appears to be a two-step cleaning method consisting of a combination of
the two procedures described in the previous subsection, that is, first step: wet
cleaning treatment with ammonium hydroxide and second step: HCl in-situ etching in
the HVPE reactor.  Hereafter, this two-step cleaning technique will be named HCl-
based in-situ cleaning.

Fig. 19 and 20 show results of regrowth around wet and dry etched mesas,
respectively, by using a HCl based in-situ cleaning.  The cleaning procedure consisted
of the following: 1) ex-situ cleaning: ammonium hydroxide for 5 minutes, rinsing in
propanol twice and nitrogen blowing, and 2) in-situ etching: HCl gas and GaCl gas
for 30 seconds at growth temperature.  It is observed that the regrown material has
grown throughout the entire mesa surface leading to a continuous interface between
the mesa and the regrown material, without voids or irregularities.  It is remarkable
how regrowth has occurred even around the AlAs layers (darker layers in Fig. 20) of
the VCSEL Bragg reflectors.  This indicates that our cleaning method has removed
efficiently Al oxide from the mesa sidewalls allowing a perfect regrowth.

      (a)            (b)

Figure 19.  Cross-sectional view of a [110] directional GaAs/AlGaAs IPL mesa stripe
regrown with (a) SI-GaInP:Fe and (b) SI-GaAs:Fe.
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             (a)                                                     (b)

Figure 20.  Cross-sectional view of an (Al)GaAs/AlGaAs VCSEL cylindrical mesa
regrown sith SI-GaInP:Fe.  (a) General view and (b) interface between the regrown
material and the mesa.

In this way, the first cleaning step has been shown to be essential to make effective
the second one.  It is thought that the ammonium hydroxide solution removes oxides
and other contaminants resulting from the mesa etching process, as indicated in the
previous subsection.  Thus, the presence of oxide in the sample when it is loaded in
the reactor is basically due to the short exposure to air during the drying and loading
operation.  This thin film of oxide would be mainly composed of different species of
Al-, Ga- and As-oxides.  During the pre-heat operation in the HVPE reactor, the
sample is exposed at a temperature of 705 °C or 740 °C.  At this temperature, the
metastable structures of Al-oxide are transformed into more stable phases103, while
the more volatile oxides of Ga and As are removed by desorption105.  As a
consequence, the remaining Al-oxide film becomes porous.  At this point, the sample
is introduced into the deposition zone and the HCl in-situ etching is carried out.  Al-
oxide formed at high temperature is very stable and difficult to etch103.  For example,
assuming the most stable phase α-Al2O3, the following basic etching reactions may
take place:

Al2O3 (α) + 6HCl(g) = 2AlCl3(g) + 3H2O(g)                                    (34)
Al2O3 (α) + 6HCl(g) = 2AlCl2(g) + 3H2O(g) + Cl2(g)                      (35)
Al2O3 (α) + 6HCl(g) = 2AlCl(g) + 3H2O(g) + 2Cl2(g)                     (36)

which present a free energy change at 700 °C of ∆G34= 320.52 kJ, ∆G35= 765.03 kJ
and ∆G36= 1126.1 kJ, respectively.  These high positive values indicate that HCl gas
at the considered temperature does not etch Al2O3 significantly.  On the other hand,
taking into account the materials contained in the laser mesa, the reactions:

2AlAs + 6HCl(g) = 2AlCl3(g) + As2(g) + 3H2(g)      ∆G37= -213.13 kJ       (37)
4AlAs + 12HCl(g) = 4AlCl3(g) + As4(g) + 6H2(g)    ∆G38= -506.95 kJ       (38)

4GaAs + 12HCl(g) = 4GaCl3(g) + As4(g) + 6H2(g)    ∆G39= -34.83 kJ        (39)
2GaAs + 6HCl(g) = 2GaCl3(g) + As2(g) + 3H2(g)      ∆G40= 22.93 kJ         (40)
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may also occur during the in-situ operation.  The negative values of the free energy
change indicate that the HCl gas etching of the mesa materials (AlxGa1-xAs) is a
spontaneous process.  This suggests that the in-situ procedure removes Al-oxide not
by direct etching of this oxide but by etching unoxidised AlGaAs behind the oxide.
The porosity and thinness of the Al-oxide film would facilitate the diffusion or
penetration of HCl molecules through the oxide layer and the consequent etching of
AlGaAs.  Thus, Al-oxide would be lifted off from the mesa sidewalls, leading to an
oxide-free surface for an optimum regrowth.

Figure 21.  Cross-sectional view of a VCSEL mesa sidewall after HCl-based in-situ
cleaning.

The effect of the HCl-based in-situ cleaning on the mesa profile can be observed in
the VCSEL structure shown in Fig. 21.  An ammonium hydroxide solution after mesa
fabrication and in-situ etching before regrowth were employed for 5 minutes and 45
seconds, respectively.  Appreciable effect on the width and shape of the mesa is only
observed in Al-containing layers (Bragg reflectors).  The maximum underetching,
around 250 nm, is found in AlAs layers, while no appreciable etching is observed in
the active region, composed basically of GaAs.  That is, it appears that the higher the
Al content, the higher the underetching.  This is in agreement with the fact that the
higher the Al content, the higher is the Al-oxide thickness, and from the calculated
free energy changes in reactions (37)-(40), a more favourable HCl etching of AlAs
than GaAs is expected.  Therefore, it is clear that the HCl-based in-situ cleaning has a
different effect on the mesa profile depending on the Al-content.  Although, this effect
is very slight and insignificant for many applications, it should be taken into account
only when the control of the mesa dimensions is very critical.
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III.1.4.  Regrowth morphology

Figure 22A and 22B illustrate planarisation features of the GaInP:Fe and GaAs:Fe
regrowth, respectively, on [110] directional wet etched laser mesa stripes.  It is seen
that in each case the morphology is different.  GaInP:Fe regrowth provides good
planarisation in the close vicinity of the mesa with a decrease of the regrown layer
thickness farther away from the mesa, reaching a constant thickness of ∼2 µm. The
regrowth morphology obtained in these experiments is similar to that reported by
Lourdudoss et al.25 on GaInP regrowth on non-planar GaAs (100) substrates (dry
etched mesa stripes) by HVPE.  In a related work by Holtz102, time resolved regrowth
of GaInP around [110] directional dry etched mesas suggested a similar regrowth
sequence as that found in the InP:Fe regrowth by HVPE on InP mesas along the same
direction107.  That is, at the first stage of regrowth {111}B planes emerge immediately
due to their stability, and further growth seemed to occur mainly from (001) plane and
little on the {111}B planes.  Thus, during regrowth high index {hhl}planes, resulting
from the combination of {001} and {110}, with l/h ≤ 3 are formed and, as the growth
progresses, the tendency to planarise increases by the emergence of {hhl}with l/h ≥ 3,
leading to a regrowth morphology as that seen in Fig. 22A.  It can be thought that in
order to increase the lateral growth (planarisation) along the [110] direction a longer
regrowth time could be employed; but, such increment on the growth time does not
result in a significant improvement of the planarisation but in overgrowth above the
mesa brink, as shown in Fig. 16A, producing the appearance of stable {111}B planes
which take the shape of a funnel.  It is interesting to observe that the silicon nitride
mask overhang resulting from the mesa wet etching fabrication provides planarisation
in the immediate vicinity of the mesa, stopping planes such as {111}B on the mesa
brink and enhancing the growth from the (001) plane.  However, an excessive
regrowth leads unavoidably to the formation of {111}B planes above the mask edges
(see Fig. 16).  Although, even with an excessive growth, the material does not tend to
grow on the mask over the mesa, such overgrowth makes further processing difficult
(e.g. for photolithography).  In any case, the thickness of the regrown GaInP:Fe layer
around the laser mesas can be considered sufficient to fabricate BH-lasers; in high-
speed designs the width of the top metal contact over the laser mesa can be made
small and to lie under the thick part of the regrown GaInP:Fe, close to the mesa, to
minimise the parasitics.

Figure 22.  SEM cross-sectional view of wet etched mesas with (A) GaInP:Fe and (B)
GaAs:Fe regrowth.
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On the other hand, it is remarkable that a perfect planarisation between the mesas is
obtained in the GaAs:Fe regrowth case.  Unlike InP regrowth, to the knowledge of the
author, studies on regrowth sequence of GaAs by HVPE are scarce108.  Although
detailed experimental and theoretical studies on regrowth profiles of GaAs by HVPE
are beyond the scope of this thesis, the present experiments reveal important
information related to the regrowth mechanism.  The planar morphology seen in Fig.
22B suggests that the regrowth mechanism of GaAs:Fe is not the same as that
proposed for GaInP:Fe under the growth conditions considered in these experiments.
This is corroborated in Fig. 23 and 24.  Fig. 23a and 23b show a [110] directional
GaAs/AlGaAs mesa with GaInP regrown for 10 min and GaAs regrown for 30 min,
respectively.  Fig. 24a and 24b show GaAs regrown for 15 min on a [110] directional
wet etched AlGaAs stripe mesa and for 20 min around a dry etched stripe GaAs mesa
along the same direction, respectively.  In all cases the regrowth time was interrupted
before expected planarisation was reached.  It is seen that while GaInP seems to
follow the regrowth mechanism explained previously, GaAs regrowth exhibits a
different behaviour.   At an early growth stage (Fig. 23b) GaAs has grown on two
different regions, on the (100) plane, wetting the bottom part of the mesa (n-cladding
layer), and locally on the top p-cladding layer forming nearly {110} planes.  After
some time of regrowth (Fig. 24a), both regions become joined, and it is observed that
the growth rate along the [110] direction is practically negligible.  GaAs regrowth
experiment conducted on [110] directional dry etched GaAs mesas108, Fig. 24b, shows
that apparently regrowth took place basically from the (001) plane, and not on the
(110) planes.  In both cases of regrowth on wet and dry etched mesas, the growth
rate was the same as that on planar substrate.  These facts indicate that regrowth takes
place mainly on the (100) plane, suggesting that, under the considered regrowth
conditions, (110) planes are stable and much more lethargic for further growth than
the (100) plane.  This would explain the appearance of regrown material on the top
part of the wet etched mesa sidewall.  Regrowth on the non-vertical wet etched top
mesa sidewalls occurs until stable (110) planes are formed, while regrowth on the
bottom part of the mesa is decided upon the extent of cooperation between (111) and
(001) leading to high index {hhl} planes in the beginning of regrowth.  On the other
hand, dry etched GaAs stripe mesa sidewalls form already (110) planes and,
therefore, regrowth on these surfaces does not occur.  The fact that the growth rate
becomes isotropic except in the stable [110] direction suggests an enhanced lateral
diffusion of the reactants which overwhelms the orientation dependence of the surface
reaction.  Higher surface diffusion length indicates that the atoms are incorporated
further away from the mesa sidewalls after their arrival to the surface of the mask.
This MOCVD-like behaviour of GaAs regrowth109 could be related to the low growth
rate and high growth temperature conditions, which enhance surface diffusion.  Since
low growth rate on planar surfaces is due to low bulk diffusion (diffusion through the
diffusion boundary layer) coefficients it is thought that GaAs regrowth would be
limited by bulk diffusion of the reactants rather than surface reaction, whereas in the
regrowth of GaInP the surface reaction limited growth would dominate.  Tateno et
al.109 demonstrated that the regrowth mechanism of GaInP by MOCVD can be
changed from GaAs VPE-type (surface reaction limited) to GaAs MOCVD-type
(reactants diffusion limited) by either increasing the growth temperature or decreasing
the V/III ratio.  Those studies suggest that by adjusting the aforementioned regrowth
parameters the regrowth of GaInP by HVPE may exhibit a GaAs-like growth
behaviour, leading to total planarisation.
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      (a) (b)

Figure 23.  Cross sectional view of regrowth of  (a) GaInP:Fe for 10 min and (b)
GaAs for 30 min around [110] directional wet etched laser mesa stripes.

      (a) (b)

Figure 24.  Cross sectional view of regrowth of GaAs on [110] directional (a) wet
etched laser mesa stripes for 15 min and (b) dry etched GaAs mesa stripes for 20 min
(From Ref. 108).

Regarding GaInP:Fe regrowth around cylindrical VCSEL mesas, Fig. 25a and 25b
show the surface morphology and regrowth profile, respectively, after 20 min of
regrowth.  The morphological characteristics obtained in the regrowth of GaInP:Fe
regrown around mesa stripes (Fig. 22A) occur here along all the perpendicular
directions to the cylindrical surface of the mesa, leading to a kind of elliptical island
of regrown GaInP:Fe around the VCSEL mesa.  The shape of these “islands”,
elliptical instead of circular, indicates that the growth rate along the [110] direction is
higher than that along the perpendicular [110] direction.  This fact is similar to that
reported by Lourdudoss et al.110 on InP regrowth around cylindrical InP based
VCSELs. According to them, this is due to the occurrence of two different lateral
growth rates.  {111}A and {111}B planes emerge immediately because of their
stability when regrowth is achieved along [110] and [110] direction, respectively.
The higher reactivity of {111}A planes leads to a higher lateral growth along the
[110] direction.  However, Messmer et al.111 showed that at low InCl partial pressures
equal planarisation along [110] and [110] direction can be obtained when growing
InP around dry etched InP-based VCSEL mesas by HVPE.  The InP-like growth
behaviour of GaInP suggests that a similar profile could be achieved in GaInP
regrowth by using low InCl and GaCl partial pressure.
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mesa  GaAs

IPL
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GaAs substrate

Regrown
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Regrown
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Figure 25.  SEM picture of (a) the top surface and (b) cross-sectional view of
cylindrical VCSELs with GaInP:Fe regrowth.

Similar to the case of GaInP regrowth on [110] directional stripes, an attempt to
improve planarisation by increasing the growth time would result in overgrowth
above the silicon nitride mask.  In our experiments, the cylindrical mesas were
fabricated by dry etching and there was no mask overhang.  Therefore, mask
encroachment on top of the mesa can occur, similar to what has been observed in Ref.
107.  Although the regrowth shown in Fig. 25 is good enough to allow further
processing for fabricating BH-VCSELs as this thesis demonstrates, it must be
indicated that improved planarisation is necessary to facilitate post-regrowth
processing, particularly photolithography.  In addition, to achieve high performance
high-speed VCSELs with the obtained partial planar regrowth the size of the bond pad
should be limited to the dimensions of the thick regrown material around the near
vicinity of the VCSEL mesa in order to reduce parastics, which is difficult from a
production point of view.  A typical bond pad size in VCSEL manufacturing is on the
order of 100µm x 100µm, which would lie far from the VCSEL mesa, under the thin
regrown material, limiting the high-speed characteristics as it will be seen in
subsection III.3.2.  Possible solutions for improving the planarisation are: (i) to
modify the regrowth conditions (partial pressure, III/V ratio); (ii) to place closer
mesas according to the “island” dimensions and crystallographic direction, using
“dummy” mesas between the “good” ones, as shown in Fig. 26a; and (iii) to achieve a
first regrowth with GaInP:Fe, just to cover the cylindrical mesa sidewalls, followed by
a second regrowth of GaAs:Fe (see Fig. 26b).  The first regrowth would serve to
surround the VCSEL structure with a high-bandgap low-index burying material for
good optical and carrier confinement whereas the second regrowth would take
advantage of the good planarising and thermal properties of GaAs in order to provide
a perfect planar morphology and good heat dissipation.  These suggestions deserve
special and detailed studies, which lie beyond the purpose of this work.

[011]

[11 0]

Regrown
VCSEL

(b)
VCSEL mesaGaInP:Fe

n-GaAs substrate
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Figure 26.  Planarisation proposals: (a) using dummy mesas and (b) using a second
regrowth with GaAs:Fe.

III.2.  Regrowth characterisation

Next step, after the successful regrowth around GaAs/AlGaAs laser mesas, was to
study the properties exhibited by the regrown structures.  Particularly, major points of
interest were to determine the Fe distribution in the SI burying layer, compositional
variation of the regrown GaInP material and possible dopant interdiffusion between
the mesa materials and the burying layer.  In this section, results obtained by using
two different characterisation techniques, time-resolved photoluminescence (TR-PL)
and scanning capacitance microscopy (SCM), briefly described in subsection II.5, are
presented and discussed in the light of regrowth mechanisms and repercussion on the
laser performance.

III.2.1.  Time-resolved photoluminescence characterisation

TR-PL characterisation was achieved on A) GaInP:Fe and GaAs:Fe regrown around
wet etched IPL mesa stripes, and B) GaInP:Fe regrown around dry etched cylindrical
VCSEL mesas.  In the former case, the sample was cleaved perpendicular to the mesa
stripes and micro-PL measurements were achieved on the (110) facet.  The circular
VCSEL mesas were cleaved along the [110] direction and measurements were
carried out on the (110) plane.  PL measurements were conducted at 80 K on the
samples with GaInP:Fe regrowth, and at room temperature on those with GaAs:Fe
regrowth.  Details about the set-up used for measurements, and characterisation
features can be found in papers B and C and subsection II.5.1.
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GaAs:Fe

n-GaAs substrate

n-GaAs substrate
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A) Regrowth around IPL mesas

A.1) Regrown GaInP:Fe

Figure 27 shows the PL decay times as a function of the horizontal position in
GaInP:Fe regrown around [110] directional laser mesas.  The distribution of the PL
decay time is nearly uniform throughout the GaInP:Fe layer, indicating a uniform Fe
distribution.  Therefore, it appears that the Fe incorporation during regrowth is not
affected by the crystallographic orientation related growth features.  This fact differs
from that found in InP:Fe regrown around dry-etched InP [110] directional mesa
stripes, where PL measurements revealed a decrease of the Fe concentration in the
closest vicinity of the mesa92, despite the expected similar regrowth characteristics
exhibited by both GaInP:Fe and InP:Fe.  This may be due to a lower lateral growth
rate of GaInP, under the considered experimental conditions, compared to that in InP
(the lower the growth rate, the higher the Fe incorporation).
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Figure 27.  Horizontal position dependence of the PL decay time in regrown
GaInP:Fe around [110] directional GaAs/AlGaAs IPL mesas (shown in the inset).

The average value of the PL decay time, related to the active Fe concentration by Eq.
(20), indicates a total Fe concentration close to the target value, that is, close to the
total Fe concentration measured in SIMS-calibrated samples.  This is of great
importance in the fabrication of BH-IPLs since it suggests that the semi-insulating
properties of GaInP:Fe in n-GaAs/GaInP:Fe/n-GaAs structures72 will be preserved
under electron injection when used as burying layer in a BH-laser.

Regarding the PL peak wavelength in the regrown GaInP:Fe layer, although there was
no clear change close to the mesa, some variation of the PL peak energies, up to 5 nm
(15 meV), was observed, with a tendency of increasing peak energy in the vertical
scan from the substrate to the top surface.  Bandgap changes of that order of
magnitude (and even larger) can occur due to ordering in GaInP91,112, and not due to
change in composition.  In any case, the observed PL variation is not significant.
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Figure 28.  Horizontal position dependence of the PL decay time in regrown GaAs:Fe
around [110] directional GaAs/AlGaAs IPL mesas (shown in the inset).

A.2)  Regrown GaAs:Fe

Figure 28 shows the PL decay times as a function of the horizontal position in
GaAs:Fe regrown around [110] directional laser mesas.  In this case, the PL decay
time is rather uniform throughout the height and width of the regrown layer, although
a certain decrease in the vicinity of the mesa is observed.  Such decrease could be due
to either a higher trap concentration or a larger carrier cross section produced by a
built-in electric field in the depletion region along the mesa/regrown GaAs:Fe
interface.  This latter reason is unlikely since the depletion region width extends no
more than a few hundred nanometers into the GaAs:Fe layer, which is far from the
TR-PL spatial resolution: ∼1 µm.  Therefore, a higher active Fe and/or EL2
concentration in the near vicinity of the mesa should be pointed as the cause for the
observed PL decay time decrease.  Simulations revealed an increase of the EL2
concentration in that region with respect to that measured farther away from the mesa.
As discussed in subsection III.1.4, GaAs:Fe regrowth exhibits a different growth
mechanism than that found in GaInP:Fe around similar mesa structures.  Fig. 24a
indicates that GaAs:Fe regrowth on the top part of the mesa occurs fast.  This leads to
a lower Fe incorporation at that region.  On the other hand, Fig. 9 shows that the
higher resistivity is obtained at low Fe concentration, which is thought to be due an
increase of EL2 concentration28.  This is in agreement with the TR-PL measurements.
Nevertheless, it must be indicated that the mechanism responsible for such increment
is not well known.  In any case, the observed increment of traps should lead to a
higher resistivity in that region.

B)  Regrowth around VCSEL mesas

Figure 29 shows a mapping of the PL decay time distribution in a SI-GaInP:Fe layer
regrown around a GaAs/AlGaAs dry etched cylindrical VCSEL mesa.  It is seen that
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the PL decay time is rather uniform throughout the regrown layer indicating a uniform
trap distribution, suggesting that the material maintains the SI properties throughout
the whole regrown layer.  Nevertheless, simulations show that the short PL decay
times cannot be ascribed to Fe trapping centres alone, and the existence of other traps
must be considered.  The origin of these unintended traps may be related to defects in
the crystal structure caused by an expected complex regrowth mechanism due to the
circular geometry and height of the VCSEL mesa.

Figure 29.  PL decay time distribution in regrown GaInP:Fe around GaAs/AlGaAs
VCSEL mesas on (110) plane.

Unlike the trap distribution, the spatial PL peak wavelength across the regrown
GaInP:Fe layer around the VCSEL mesas shows more significant variation than that
observed in the GaInP:Fe-buried IPL mesa stripes.  Fig. 30 shows two PL spectra
obtained from measurements at 80 K at two different regions in the regrown GaInP:Fe
layer.  There is a main PL peak in both spectra at 615 nm (2.02 eV), which can be
attributed to disordered GaInP alloy113.  The additional peaks at 580 nm (2.14 eV) and
675 nm (1.84 eV) are far from the bandgap of either ordered or disordered GaInP and
may be attributed to different composition of GaxIn1-xP in those regions.  The former
peak would correspond to a Ga-rich alloy while the latter one would be associated to
an In-rich material.  The appearance of these three PL peaks suggests that there are
three compositional domains in the regrown material around the VCSEL mesa.  The
fact that two peaks appear in the same spectrum is thought to be due to the excitation
spot size that covers two regrowth domains.  It has been also found that at distances of
30 µm and farther away from the mesa sidewall only one PL peak appears at 630 nm
(1.97 eV), which is shifted by 15 nm (50 meV) with respect to the main peak
wavelength observed in the previous spectra.  This wavelength increase may be
attributed to either an In-rich alloy or CuPt ordering effects in GaInP91, which exhibits
lower bandgap than disorder GaInP.  The former reason would be supported by the
fact that the material was optimised slightly rich in In (49.55 %) (see subsection
III.1.1) on planar substrate.
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Figure 30.   PL spectra at 80 K of regrown GaInP:Fe around cylindrical VCSEL
mesas on (110) plane at two different regions: 1 and 11 µm above the GaAs substrate,
both 10 µm far from the VCSEL mesa.  The diameter of the excitation spot is around
1µm.

As indicated in subsection III.1.4, regrowth of GaInP is dominated by surface reaction
mechanism.  It is therefore reasonable to expect the existence of significant kinetic
effects at the surface of the crystallographic planes that emerge at different regrowth
stages.  In this way, the alloy composition would be determined by the surface
diffusion lengths of Ga and In species on the emerging planes.  It has been shown by
McDermott and co-workers114 that in growing GaInP by atomic layer epitaxy (ALE)
the simple choice of substrate (100) normal or (100) 2º misoriented gives disordered
or CuPt ordered, respectively, because of atom migration at the surface after
deposition.  Therefore, it is reasonable to expect a more drastic effect on the alloy
structure, like a compositional variation, when growth occurs on different
crystallographic planes.  Thus, taking into account the results from the PL
measurements, it is inferred that, along the [110] direction, at early regrowth stages
In seems to get incorporated easier than Ga, and later as the regrowth proceeds the
tendency is the reverse.

It must be indicated that, from the laser performance point of view, an excessive
compositional variation of GaInP in the immediate vicinity of the mesa not only
affects the bandgap and refractive index of the burying material but also could cause
structural strain, which can produce dislocations on the laser mesa as well as on the
regrown layer, leading to severe degradation of the laser performance.  It is interesting
to observe that the configuration shown in Fig. 26b proposed for planarisation
purposes could be also used to overcome to some extent this issue.  That is, a first
regrowth of a thin GaInP:Fe layer around the VCSEL mesa for optical and carrier
confinement, followed by a second regrowth of GaAs:Fe for planarisation and heat
dissipation purposes.  In this way, the thinness of the GaInP layer would not allow
excessive compositional variation of the regrown GaInP:Fe material.
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III.2.2.  Scanning capacitance microscopy characterisation

SCM characterisation was carried out on buried IPL mesas with undoped GaInP,
GaInP:Fe, undoped GaAs and GaAs:Fe regrowth.  Paper D and Ref. 115 describe in
detail measurement procedures, results, interpretation and discussion.  A summary is
presented as follows.

A)  GaInP:Fe regrowth

The semi-insulating nature of the regrown GaInP:Fe layer has been demonstrated
through a bias dependent study of the SCM signal.  In a semi-insulating material with
sufficient density of deep acceptors (Fe), the dC/dV signal should be zero, irrespective
of the applied AC biases, due to the very low free carrier densities.  Fig. 31 shows the
AC dependence of the SCM signal along the line indicated on the SCM image shown
in the inset.  Indeed, a zero SCM signal (dC/dV) is observed for the regrown
GaInP:Fe material, which confirms very low free carrier density in this layer.  This
was found to be the case both close to and far away from the mesa.  The uniform zero
signal in the regrown layer (see inset Fig. 31) suggests uniform Fe incorporation, in
agreement with the TR-PL measurements presented in the previous subsection.

The cross-sectional SCM images of the GaInP:Fe-buried lasers did not show any
characteristic evidence of dopant interdiffusion between the cladding layers and the
regrown material as found in some InP-based BH-IPLs93, suggesting that there is no
or insignificant interdiffusion between the mesa and the burying layer.

Figure 31.  AC bias dependence of the SCM signal along the line shown in the inset.
The inset shows a cross-sectional SCM (dC/dV) image of a GaInP:Fe-buried
GaAs/AlGaAs IPL.
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B)  GaAs:Fe regrowth

Unlike GaInP:Fe, regrown GaAs:Fe does not show a SCM signal typical of semi-
insulating behaviour (i.e. zero dC/dV signal for all AC bias) but that corresponding to
a semiconducting material,  characterised by a proportional increase of the SCM
signal with the AC bias modulation amplitude.  This is observed in Fig. 32 which
shows the AC bias dependence of the SCM signal along the scanned line shown in the
SCM image in the inset.  The signature of a depleted region caused by a p-n interface
along the n-cladding layer, the buffer layer and the n-substrate is clearly observed in
the cross-sectional SCM image.  The low doping of the regrown layer is confirmed by
the fact that the depletion region is mainly placed into the regrown layer.  These facts
indicate that the regrown GaAs:Fe layer is slightly p-doped.   The high resistive p-like
behaviour of the regrown GaAs:Fe comes from the fact that the iron concentration
(5x1017 cm-3) is higher than the estimated EL2 trap concentration28 (1016 cm-3), and,
therefore, the ionised EL2 (EL2+) defects cannot balance the number of ionised Fe
(Fe2+).  Thus, GaAs:Fe becomes a high resistivity p-type semiconducting material.
The small longitudinal changes of the SCM signal far from the mesa and the high
sensitivity of the SCM signal for low-doping variations indicate a very uniform Fe
distribution in that region.  However, as the SCM image in the inset of Fig. 32 shows,
a different behaviour is obtained in the near vicinity of the p-cladding layer.  The
origin of that phenomenon is not clear, although an increase of either EL2 defects or
Fe traps, or both, in that region could cause the observed SCM signal.  In any case,
the SCM images do not indicate significant dopant interdiffusion between the mesa
materials and the regrown layer as found by Anand93 in InP-based BH lasers by
MOVPE regrowth.

Figure 32.  AC bias dependence of the SCM signal along the line shown in the inset.
The inset shows a cross-sectional SCM (dC/dV) image of a GaAs:Fe-buried
GaAs/AlGaAs IPL.
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III.3.  Buried heterostructure laser diodes

GaInP:Fe and GaAs:Fe with the properties seen in the previous sections were regrown
by HVPE around GaAs/AlGaAs laser mesas for processing BH-lasers. GaInP:Fe was
used to fabricate both BH-IPLs (paper E) and BH-VCSELs (papers F and G), while
GaAs:Fe was employed only to process BH-IPLs.  Details on the fabrication of the
lasers can be found in the respective papers and Appendix illustrates schematically
different processing steps.  GaInP:Fe-buried lasers worked successfully and their most
significant performance characteristics are presented and discussed in this section.
Dynamic measurements were made on BH-VCSELs (paper H) and the static
characterisation on both BH-IPLs and BH-VCSELs.  On the other hand, GaAs:Fe-
buried IPLs did not lase.  But the results from the device characterisation are
discussed and related to those obtained from the regrowth characterisation treated in
section III.2 in order to understand the function failure of the device.

III.3.1.  Buried Heterostructure In-Plane Lasers

A)  GaInP:Fe-buried IPLs

The basic laser structure was a separate-confinement heterostructure single quantum
well (SCH-SQW) laser structure grown by MOVPE on n-type GaAs (100) substrate
with the following layer configuration: 0.4 µm thick n-type GaAs buffer, 0.4 µm thick
n-type Al0.1Ga0.9As buffer layer, 1.4 µm thick n-type Al0.6Ga0.4As cladding layer, 74
Å thick n-type Al0.06Ga0.94As SQW sandwiched between 0.2 µm thick Al0.35Ga0.65As
barrier layers, 1.4 µm thick p-type Al0.6Ga0.4As cladding layer, and 0.2 µm thick p-
type GaAs contact layer.  The nominal emission wavelength (λ) of the laser structure
was 808 nm.  The nominal Fe concentration in the GaInP:Fe burying layer was 4x1017

cm-3, which provides maximum resistivity (see Fig. 8), and uniformly distributed
throughout the whole layer as TR-PL and SCM characterisation revealed (section
III.2).

Two batches of GaAs/AlGaAs BH-IPLs with GaInP:Fe regrowth were fabricated, one
with only SI-GaInP:Fe as the burying layer (hereafter referred as SI-BH), and the
other one with an added n-GaInP layer on the SI-GaInP:Fe layer (hereafter referred as
n/SI-BH) in order to study performance effects of adding a n-type hole blocking layer
in the burying structure.  The thickness and doping of the n-GaInP layer were ∼0.5
µm and ∼1x1018 cm-3, respectively.  Fig. 33 shows a scanning electron microscope
(SEM) photograph of a BH-laser.  In both two laser configurations, the top metal
contact which was around 2 µm wider than the top mesa width was in direct contact
with the burying layer (GaInP:Fe in SI-BH lasers and n-GaInP in n/SI-BH lasers).
As-cleaved (without any coating) laser chips of 400-µm length were mounted on Cu
submounts and characterised.  Laser characteristics were observed under both
continuous wave (CW) and pulse operation.  Fig. 34 illustrates the light-current
characteristics of a SI-BH and a n/SI-BH laser under pulse operation (100 kHz, 1µs)
at 22 °C.  Table I shows typical values exhibited by these lasers.  It must be indicated
that the calculated threshold current densities (Jth) were obtained from the ratio
between the threshold current and the active layer area, that is, considering that all the
injected current passes through the active region, which is not the actual case because
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Figure 33.  Cross-sectional SEM photograph of a GaAs/AlGaAs BH laser buried with
SI-GaInP:Fe.

Figure 34.  Output power per facet as a function of current under pulse operation of
two GaAs/AlGaAs BH lasers: one with only a SI-GaInP:Fe confinement layer (SI-BH)
and the other one with an additional n-GaInP blocking layer (n/SI-BH).

   Ith(mA)  ,  Jth (kA/cm2)
Quantum
efficiency

(%)

Maximum output power
(mW)

Pulsed CW Pulsed Pulsed CW
SI-BH 40 , 2.33 40 , 2.33 13 17 3.5
n/SI-BH 35 , 2.04 35 , 2.04 24 65 16

Table I.  Parameters of GaInP:Fe-buried IPLs  at room temperature (22°C).

of the existence of leakage current; nevertheless, it is an useful value for comparison
purposes. In both laser configurations, CW operation showed relatively less output
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power performance than pulsed operation because of adverse thermal effects.  It is
clear that the n/SI-BH laser exhibits better static performance than the SI-BH one.
Since the laser structure, mesa dimensions and burying material around the active
region are the same in both lasers, it appears that the cause of such difference is the
presence of the n-layer in the n/SI-BH laser.  The role of this layer is to block hole
injection into the SI-burying layer in order to reduce leakage current.

Figure 35.  Current-Voltage characteristics of a n/SI-BH laser (solid line) and a SI-
BH laser (dashed line).  The inset shows the curve in a semilog plot.  Both lasers
exhibit an ideality factor of 2.18.

Figure 35 shows the I-V characteristics of a SI-BH laser and a n/SI-BH laser at 22 °C.
The inset shows the I-V curve under forward bias in a semilog plot.  Both lasers
exhibit a turn-on voltage of around 1.5 V, which corresponds approximately to the
emission energy value of the laser in eV  (1.24/0.808 µm = 1.53 eV), and an ideality
factor of 2.18, which is an usual value for these type of laser structures3.  Besides, in
both lasers the I-V curve under reverse bias revealed a reverse saturation current less
than 1 µA up to –3 V.  Since the magnitude of the leakage current through the mesa
sidewalls does not depend on the bias polarity, we can affirm that this leakage
component is insignificant under laser operation (forward bias).  The same argument
cannot be invoked for the leakage paths through the burying layer since they may be
dependent on the bias polarity.  It is seen that at forward-bias levels above the turn-on
voltage the current through the SI-BH device is larger than that in the n/SI-BH laser.
Since the total current is the sum of the current through the active layer and the
leakage current, this indicates that the magnitude of the leakage current component is
more significant in the former laser configuration.  It is also observed in the semilog
plot that both I-V characteristics deviate from the exponential dependence at low
forward voltages, which is an indication of the presence of a shunt path in both
devices.  However, this leakage current path is more than one order of magnitude
higher in the SI-BH device than that in the n/SI-BH one, suggesting that carrier
injection from the top metal contacting the SI-GaInP:Fe burying layer [path (iii) in
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Fig. 15] is more significant in the former BH laser.  The n-GaInP layer in the n/SI-BH
laser would prevent the appearance of such leakage path.  Thus, these results indicate
that the leakage current mechanism in the SI-BH lasers is carrier injection from both
the laser mesa [path (ii) in Fig.15] and the top metal [path (iii)], whereas in the n/SI-
BH lasers the main leakage component would be through path (ii).  Larger leakage
current in the SI-BH laser leads to higher threshold current, lower differential
quantum efficiency and earlier output power saturation compared to the n/SI-BH
configuration, as the L-I characteristics confirm.

Figure 36.  Electrical derivative characteristics of a GaInP:Fe-buried in-plane laser.

Concerning the n/SI-BH lasers, Fig. 36 shows the IdV/dI-I curve of one of these
devices.  In accordance with the theory presented in section II.6, a kink at threshold
(33 mA) is observed.  The peak below threshold indicates the presence of a shunt
path.  Since, as demonstrated previously, the current through the interface between the
laser mesa and the regrown layer is negligible and the n-GaInP burying layer blocks
carrier injection from the top metal contact, such shunt current path is thought to be
mainly due to leakage current through the burying layer from the laser mesa to the
substrate.  This peak is quite narrow, which suggests that the magnitude of the shunt
current is not significant at low bias.  In addition, there are two remarkable kinks after
threshold is reached.  These kinks are attributed to changes in the optical mode along
the junction plane.  Since the voltage across the diode equals the separation of the
quasi-Fermi levels in the conduction and valence bands, a change in voltage should
occur with a change in the optical mode along the junction plane.  The threshold kink
as well as kinks 1 and 2 apparently exhibit a negative-resistance like behaviour which
may be associated to sustained oscillations of the emitted light or pulsations 116.  In a
qualitative way, the pulsation phenomenon can be understood to originate from a
nonuniform carrier density distribution along the cavity length.  Such a nonuniformity
can be due to defects in the active layer, nonradiative recombination at mirror facets,
or local variation in current injection caused by processing defects.  Since our lasers
were not coated, the occurrence of pulsation is attributed to the high surface
recombination velocity of cleaved GaAs/AlGaAs surfaces (mirrors) exposed to air
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(∼107 cm/s)98.  This surface recombination can be reduced by coating the cleaved
surfaces.  Besides, the above-threshold variation of IdV/dI with I exhibits certain
sublinearity and small kinks at high injection current, which can be associated with
the existence of leakage current and changes in the optical field distribution,
respectively94.

The refractive index at λ = 808 nm of the Ga0.51In0.49P burying layer and the
Al0.6Ga0.4As cladding layers is around 3.25 117 and 3.27 118, respectively, whereas for
the Al0.35Ga0.65As barrier layers and active layer it is around 3.4 and 3.63 (From Fig.
3), respectively.  That is, the active region is surrounded everywhere by lower
refractive index materials, and therefore optical index guiding confinement should
happen.  The measured near field intensity distribution of the GaInP:Fe-buried IPL
(n/SI-BH) showed single lateral mode operation up to ∼5 mW CW output power.
Inoue and co-workers11 reported fundamental spatial mode operation up to 35 mW
CW output power for an AlGaAs BH-laser diode (λ = 808 nm) fabricated entirely by
MOVPE, with an active region width of 4.3 µm surrounded by Al0.35Ga0.65As optical
guiding layers and high resistivity Al0.5Ga0.5As burying layer.  The high single mode
operation output power demonstrated by the aforementioned authors is probably due
to the use of high reflectivity facet coating.  In these lasers, the higher bandgap (1.93
eV) and lower refractive index of Al 0.5Ga0.5As compared to Ga0.51In0.49P (1.9 eV)
would lead to the appearance of higher order lateral modes at lower output power
because of an expected stronger index guiding mechanism (higher refractive index
step between the active and the burying layer).  Proper facet coating can enhance the
differential quantum efficiency and reduces the threshold current of a Fabry-Perot
edge-emitting laser3.   

In a rigorous way, in order to compare the performance of SI-GaInP-buried (n/SI-BH)
lasers with that exhibited by SI-AlGaAs or reversed p-n AlGaAs-buried IPLs, devices
with the same laser structure and mesa dimensions but with AlGaAs burying layer
should be fabricated and characterised.  However, selective regrowth of a thick
AlGaAs layer should be achieved by an epitaxial technique other than HVPE because
of its limitation in growing Al-containing materials.  Nevertheless, other epitaxial
techniques such as MOVPE and MBE do not present the same flexibility as HVPE for
this purpose, making the regrowth of such thick layer very difficult.  In any case, our
results can be compared with those from similar structures reported by other authors
in order to have a comparative estimation.  For example, Hong et al.10 fabricated
AlGaAs BH lasers (λ = 881 nm) by wet etching and SI-Al0.5Ga0.5As regrowth by
MOVPE, with a threshold current density of 2.1 kA/cm2 under CW operation and a
differential quantum efficiency of 40% per facet (coated).  Welch et al.119 reported a
threshold current density of 5.3 kA/cm2 under both CW and pulsed operation and a
differential quantum efficiency of 40% per facet (coated) for a AlGaAs BH laser (λ =
825 nm) using an AlGaAs forward bias junction current confining layer grown by
MOVPE.  The differential quantum efficiency reported by these authors is higher than
that exhibited by SI-GaInP buried lasers, which is probably because of the coating of
the facets.  On the other hand, the threshold current density of the SI-GaInP buried
IPLs (2.04 kA/cm2) is comparable to those reported by the aforementioned authors.  It
must be indicated that the obtained results are quite similar to those reported by
Lourdudoss et al.26 in Al-free GaInP/GaInAsP/GaAs (λ = 905 nm) BH-IPLs with SI-
GaInP burying layer (Jth = 2.0 kA/cm2, slope efficiency = 0.37 W/A and maximum
output power = 14 mW under RT-CW operation).
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B)  GaAs:Fe-buried IPLs

A SCH-SQW laser configuration was used as the in-plane laser structure.  It was
grown by MOVPE on n-type GaAs (100) substrate and consisted of the following
layers: 0.4 µm thick n-type GaAs buffer, 0.4 µm thick n-type Al0.1Ga0.9As buffer
layer, 1.5 µm thick n-type Al0.6Ga0.4As cladding layer, 200 Å thick n-type
Al0.05Ga0.95As SQW sandwiched between 0.2 µm thick Al0.36Ga0.64As barrier layers,
1.5 µm thick p-type Al0.6Ga0.4As cladding layer, and 0.2 µm thick p-type GaAs
contact layer.  The nominal emission wavelength of the laser structure was 855 nm.

The target Fe concentration in the GaAs:Fe regrown layer was 5x1017 cm-3.  Note that
according to Fig. 9 this concentration does not correspond to the maximum resistivity
obtained in n-GaAs/GaAs:Fe/n-GaAs structures.  The reason for this choice was that a
variation of the Fe density in the vicinity of the mesa was expected.  This was based
on previous results on Fe distribution in InP:Fe regrowth92, as discussed in section
III.2.  Thus, considering the measured points in Fig. 9 as maximum and minimum
values of a continuos curve, it is seen that at [Fe] = 5x1017 cm-3 any small variation of
[Fe] would lead to an increase of the resistivity.  The maximum resistivity case ([Fe]
= 4x1016 cm-3) was not considered because of the lack of resistivity data at lower iron
concentration.  On the other hand, the second maximum, [Fe] = 1x1020 cm-3, was not
chosen because of the high value of the Fe concentration, which could lead to the
formation of precipitates.

Figure 37.  Cross-sectional SEM photograph of a GaAs/AlGaAs BH laser buried with
GaAs:Fe.

Fig. 37 shows a cross-sectional scanning electron microscope (SEM) photograph of
one of the fabricated GaAs:Fe-buried IPLs.  400-µm long chips were cleaved,
submounted and characterised without any coating (as cleaved) at room temperature.
No lasing was detected under both CW and pulsed operation (f = 1 kHz, t = 50 ns)
within the drive current range from 0 to 300 mA (maximum current allowed in our
characterisation set-up).
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Assuming that the basic laser structure is without any malfunction, the non-lasing
could be due to two major reasons: (1) excessive leakage current and/or (2) very weak
optical confinement (low confinement factor) because of the antiguiding effect caused
by the higher refractive index GaAs:Fe burying layer.  Both factors can contribute to
an increase in the threshold current in a BH-laser95.  Yoo et al.29 reported on the
performance of 850-nm wavelength BH-VCSELs with amorphous GaAs as the
burying layer.  Despite the low optical confinement provided by the high refractive
index burying material, low threshold currents were obtained and the antiguiding
effect was successfully used in obtaining stable fundamental transverse mode.  Since
the emission wavelength and burying layer refractive index of our devices are similar
to those presented by the aforementioned authors, reason (2) may be rejected.

Thus, a high leakage current through the device should be pointed as the main reason
for the obtained performance.  It is observed in Fig. 37 that the top metal contact is
extended laterally on the GaAs:Fe regrown layer around 1.5 µm, that is, 1/4 of the
total width of the top metal contact.  This is a common situation in the fabrication of
BH-lasers when the mesa width is very narrow.  As indicated in section II.7, this can
create a leakage path through the burying layer [path (iii) in Fig. 15].  In order to
study this possible leakage current path, p-metal/GaAs:Fe/n+-GaAs structures
available in between the two laser mesas were recovered, see Fig. 38, and subjected to
I-V measurements.  Fig. 39 shows the I-V characteristics of a GaAs:Fe-buried laser
and a p-metal/GaAs:Fe/n+-GaAs structure normalised to the top metal contact width
of 1.5 µm.  In all the cases, V is defined as the voltage in the top metal pad minus the
voltage in the bottom contact.  The current through the BH-laser under reverse bias is
very small, less than 1 µA up to –5 V.  This indicates that the leakage current along
the interface between the laser mesa and the regrown GaAs:Fe layer is negligible.  In
addition, it is observed that the p-metal/GaAs:Fe/n+-GaAs structure and the BH-laser
exhibit different forward breakdown voltage, ∼1 V and ∼1.43 V, respectively.  The
former turn-on voltage can be identified as that corresponding to the GaAs:Fe/n+-
GaAs junction.  The facts that the n-GaAs substrate is highly doped and the value of
the turn-on voltage is lower than 1.42 V (GaAs bandgap = 1.42 eV) suggest that the
GaAs:Fe material is slightly p-doped.  This is in agreement with the SCM results
obtained in regrown GaAs:Fe far from the laser mesa (subsection III.2.2).  On the
other hand, the turn-on voltage exhibited by the BH-laser indicates that the current
path (iii) does not dominate in this device.  It is thought that this is caused by the fact
revealed by the TR-PL and SCM measurements (section III.2) about the increment of
the trap concentration in the immediate vicinity of the laser mesa, which would
increase the resistivity of the regrown GaAs:Fe in this region, and thereby decrease
the magnitude of leakage path (iii).  In this way, the BH laser turn-on voltage may
originate from either current through the laser p-n junction or leakage current
bypassing the active layer through the GaAs:Fe burying layer via the cladding layers
[path (ii) in Fig. 15].  The turn-on voltage of the laser p-n junction should correspond
approximately to the active layer bandgap in volts, that is, 1.24/0.855 µm = 1.45 V.
Nevertheless, the structure defined by path (ii) may also lead to a similar breakdown
forward voltage because of the GaAs:Fe bandgap.  In order to determine the dominant
current path, the ideality factor of the I-V curve of the BH-laser was determined.  It is
seen in the semilog I-V plot (inset in Fig. 39) that, before the turn-on voltage is
reached, the curve follows an exponential growth with an ideality factor of 2.82.  For
common heterostructure lasers the diode ideality factor is approximately 2 as seen in
the previous subsection for GaInP:Fe-buried IPLs.  High values of the ideality factor
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are indicative of a dominant current mechanism due to SRH recombination via a high
density of generation-recombination centres120.  Therefore, it appears that below turn-
on voltage the main current path in the device takes place through the GaAs:Fe
burying layer [path (ii)] where a significant density of traps exists.  Electrons and
holes injected (“double injection”) from the n- and p-cladding layer, respectively,
recombine non-radiatively in the GaAs:Fe burying layer via Fe3+/Fe2+ and EL20/EL2+

deep levels.  As it will be discussed in section III.4, this is attributed to the lower
bandgap of the GaAs:Fe burying material compared to that of the active layer, which
provides a lower energy barrier for carrier confinement in the laser mesa facilitating
carrier flow from the cladding layers into the burying layer.

Figure 38.  Schematic drawing of the fabrication of a p-metal/GaAs:Fe/n+-GaAs
configuration.

Figure 39.  I-V characteristics of a GaAs:Fe buried IPL (solid line) and a p-
metal/GaAs:Fe/n-GaAs configuration (dotted line) normalised to the metal contact
width of 1.5 µm.  The inset shows the laser curve in a semilog plot indicating an
ideality factor of 2.82.

Moreover, the spectrum of the emitted spontaneous radiation revealed a maximum
intensity peak at approximately 875 nm at 50-mA drive current, and had a red shift as
the current was increased.  This fact suggests that the observed emission mainly
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comes from the GaAs:Fe burying layer (873 nm wavelength), that is, although SRH
would be the dominant recombination mechanism in the GaAs:Fe burying material,
part of the injected carriers should recombine through radiative spontaneous
recombination, manifested as photon emission from the device facets.  In that case, it
is clear that a significant current must flow through the GaAs:Fe layer.

Therefore, it is concluded that the bandgap of the GaAs:Fe burying layer seems to be
insufficient to provide carrier and current confinement in the considered 855-nm-
wavelength laser structure.  Since the dominant current path passes through the
burying material, the threshold condition is not reached.

III.3.2. Buried Heterostructure VCSELs

Once the feasibility of using GaInP:Fe as the burying material in BH-IPLs was
demonstrated, GaAs/AlGaAs BH-VCSELs with GaInP:Fe regrowth were fabricated
and characterised.  The nominal emission wavelength of the VCSEL structure was
850 nm.  No n-GaInP layer on the GaInP:Fe burying layer was used.  Figure 40 shows
a schematic cross-sectional view of a GaInP:Fe-buried VCSEL.  Static and dynamic
measurements were carried out by direct probing on the unmounted chip.

Figure 40.  Schematic cross-sectional view of GaInP:Fe-buried VCSEL.

A)  Static characteristics

CW L-I and I-V curves at room temperature (22°C) for 10-µm, 15-µm and 21-µm
diameter BH-VCSELs are illustrated in Fig. 41.  Table II shows some of the most
important parameters obtained from these curves.  Expected trends of threshold,
quantum efficiency, output power, threshold voltage and differential resistance with
increasing diameter are observed.  Figure 42A shows the CW L-I characteristics of a
15-µm BH-VCSEL over the temperature range 8-97°C.
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Figure 41.  Output power and voltage drop as functions of drive current under CW
operation at room temperature (22°C) for BH-VCSELs of different size: 10 µm (thick
solid line), 15 µm (dashed line) and 21 µm (thin solid line).

Diameter
(µm)

Ith (mA) ηd (%) Pmax (mW) Vth (V) Rd (Ω)

10 2.2 – 2.8 20 – 36 1.5 – 2.3 2.7 – 3.3 316 – 367
15 3.8 – 4.2 24 – 33 4.0 – 4.5 2.5 – 2.9 195 – 206
21 5.5 – 7.0 34 – 37 4.8 – 5.8 2.4 – 2.8 86 – 120

Table II.  Parameters of GaInP:Fe-buried VCSELs at room temperature (22°C).

Figure 42.  A) Light-current (L-I) characteristics at various temperatures under
continuous wave (CW) operation for a 15-µm GaInP:Fe-buried VCSEL.  CW
operation was achieved up to 97°C.  B) Threshold current against operating
temperature for the different VCSEL sizes.
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The maximum operating temperature was found to be 97 °C.  The temperature
dependence of the threshold current for the different VCSEL sizes is shown in Fig.
42B.

The static performance of the GaInP:Fe-buried VCSELs can be compared to that
exhibited by other GaAs-based refractive-index-guided BH-VCSELs found in the
literature.  Recently,  Uenohara et al.121 reported on 850-nm-wavelength BH-VCSELs
using p/n GaInP current-blocking region with threshold current, threshold voltage and
maximum output power at 25 °C of 11.2 mA, 3.36 V and 1.31 mW under CW
operation, respectively, for 18x18 µm2 VCSEL mesas.  CW operation was
demonstrated up to 70 °C and the fluctuation of the threshold current was within 1
mA over the temperature range of 50 °C.  Chang-Hasnain et al.122 reported threshold
currents of 3.8 mA and 17 mA and output powers up to 0.38 mW and 2 mW under
pulsed operation in 916-nm-wavelength p/n Al0.3Ga0.7As-buried VCSELs of 16-µm
and 32-µm mesa size, respectively.  Choquette et al.123 fabricated GaAs-based BH-
VCSELs with regrown p/n Al0.4Ga0.6As by MBE with threshold current, threshold
voltage and maximum output power of 5.5-6.5 mA, 2.8-3.8 V and 1 mW,
respectively, under CW operation for 20-µm diameter VCSEL mesas.  The static
characteristics of our GaInP:Fe-buried VCSELs are comparable and in some aspects
better than those obtained by the aforementioned authors.

The leakage current at threshold in these BH-VCSELs can be estimated as follows.
The leakage current is expected to be proportional to the circumference (2πr) of the
mesa, whereas the current injected into the active region is proportional to the area
(πr2), thereby, the threshold current as a function of the VCSEL radius is given by:

I Ar Brth = + 2            (39)

where A and B are parameters that can be obtained by fitting the threshold current as
a function of the VCSEL radius, shown in Fig. 43, to Eq. (39).  Thus, the obtained
values of A and B are:

        A = 0.4 µm/mA            (40)
        B = 0.025 µm2/mA

Figure 43.  Threshold current as a function of VCSEL radius at 20°C, fitted by Eq.
39.
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That is, for the smallest device, the leakage current represents 76% of the total
threshold current, while the corresponding number is 60% for the largest one.  It must
be noted that these are rough estimations since the threshold current depends on the
modal behaviour and the optical losses that also vary with device size. In addition, the
first term of the sum in Eq. (39), Ar, also includes current due to nonradiative
recombination via surface states on the etched sides of the active region, which is
proportional to the circumference of the VCSEL mesa, too.

In order to determine the main leakage current mechanism, I-V characteristics under
both reverse and forward bias were studied.  Fig. 44 shows the semilog I-V curve at
25 °C for 10-µm, 15-µm and 21-µm size BH-VCSELs.  It is observed that the reverse
current is less than 1 nA up to –5V for all sizes, indicating that the leakage current
through the mesa sidewalls [path (i) in Fig. 15] is insignificant.  This is an important
result since it confirms the successful regrowth of the burying material around the
whole mesa sidewall surface and demonstrates the benefits of our epitaxial regrowth
technique in passivating surface defects on the mesa sidewalls created by an ion
beam-based etching process.  Therefore, it can be affirmed that the leakage current in
the GaInP:Fe-buried VCSELs flows through the burying layer.  According to the
schematic cross-section of the BH-VCSEL shown in Fig. 40, this leakage should
occur only because of carrier injection from the VCSEL mesa into the GaInP:Fe
burying layer [path (ii) in Fig. 15] since the top metal contact does not contact the SI-
material.  However, the real devices present certain misalignment among the SiN
opening, the contact opening and the mesa circumference produced during the
photolithographic process.  As a result of such misalignment, part of the top contact
lies on the SI-burying layer, leading to a leakage current path through this layer [path
(iii) in Fig. 15].  The magnitude of the latter leakage path must be proportional to the
metal area contacting the SI-material.  This is illustrated in Fig. 45, which shows the
I-V characteristics of two 15-µm BH-VCSELs, one with a small contact area on the
SI-layer (small misalignment), laser A, and the other one with a larger misalignment
(larger contact area on the burying layer), laser B.  The laser performance presented in
the previous subsections and the appended papers corresponds to BH-VCSELs type
A.  It is seen that laser B exhibits a higher current under reverse bias.  In addition, at
low forward bias the I-V curve of laser B deviates from that of laser A (which follows
an exponential dependence), showing a kink that indicates the presence of a shunt
path.  Since the I-V curve of laser B at low reverse and forward voltage is not
symmetric, the observed shunt path cannot be attributed to leakage through the mesa
sidewalls.  On the other hand, the fact that the kink at low forward voltages is not seen
in laser A suggests that the shunt path in laser B is because of the aforementioned
larger metal contact area over the SI-GaInP:Fe material.  Since laser A does not
exhibit such behaviour, it is concluded that the main leakage path in the GaInP:Fe-
buried VCSELs is due to carrier injection from the laser mesa into the burying layer
[path (ii)].  Therefore, the previously calculated leakage percentage at threshold
would correspond to this leakage path.

As mentioned before, if the top metal contacts the burying material an additional
leakage path appears, which may degrade the laser performance.  In order to avoid
such contact and consequent leakage a precise lithography must be achieved.  This
should be facilitated by a more planar top surface (improved regrowth planarisation).
An alternative method to eliminate leakage path (iii) would be to regrow an n-type
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Figure 44.  Semilog I-V characteristics of GaInP:Fe-buried VCSELs for the different
mesa diameters.  Reverse current is less than 1 nA up to –5 V and the ideality factor is
∼2.28 for all sizes.

Fig. 45.  Semilog I-V curve of  GaInP:Fe-buried VCSELs with good alignment (laser
A) and with a significant misalignment (laser B).

GaInP layer on the SI-GaInP layer, similar to the BH-IPLs seen in the previous
subsection.

The rather high quantum efficiencies, despite a leakage-current-induced reduction of
the internal quantum efficiency, also indicate that the regrowth interface is smooth, as
shown in Fig. 20, and does not introduce significant scattering loss.
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The threshold voltages and differential resistances of the BH-VCSELs are rather high.
This fact is probably due to the small contact area, possibly in combination with
surface damage during silicon nitride mask removal.  A high differential resistance
can produce an excessive heating during CW operation, limiting the maximum output
power.

Figure 46.  Emission spectra at different bias currents for a 10-µm BH-VCSEL.

Figure 46 shows the room temperature emission spectra at several drive currents for a
10-µm BH-VCSEL.  The device operates at single fundamental mode at low bias
currents, becoming multimode at 5 mA with an output power of 0.7 mW.  The
measurement of the peak wavelength at different temperatures indicates a shift rate of
0.5 Å/°C in the temperature range from 10°C to 70°C.

Near field and far field for the 10-µm BH-VCSEL at 3 mA bias current, shown in Fig.
47A and 47B, respectively, confirm the single fundamental mode operation at low
drive currents with a full-width at half-maximum (FWHM) beam divergence of only
6°.  The fact that a VCSEL as large as 10 µm is single mode up to 0.7 mW with a
beam divergence FWHM as small as 6° indicates that the device is neither strongly
index guided, nor strongly index anti-guided.  Strong index guiding would produce
multimode operation at low currents whereas strong antiguiding would result in a
more divergent far field29.  Calculations on this VCSEL structure124 have revealed a
lower refractive index in the GaInP with an index step on the order of 10-2, suggesting
a weak index guiding.  This is favourable in order to provide mode selectivity for
fundamental mode operation at low currents (higher order modes are less confined)
with a narrow far field.
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(A)            (B)

Figure 47.  (A) Near field and (B) far field for the 10-µm BH-VCSEL at 3 mA drive
current.

B)  Dynamic characteristics

Fig. 48 shows the modulation response of a BH-VCSEL at several currents.  A
maximum 3dB bandwidth of 5 GHz at a bias current of 4.8 mA was obtained.  It is
seen that the modulation curves show typical parasitic-limited bandwidth behaviour
with a dip in the response curve, e.g., at 1.8 GHz for 4.2 mA bias current. At high
currents (above 5 mA) the frequency response exhibits an additional resonance peak
at 2.8 GHz which is attributed to the appearance of higher order transverse modes, in
agreement with the static results.
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Figure 48.  Small-signal modulation response of 10µm diameter BH-VCSEL, measure
(solid lines) and fitted (dashed lines) at various currents.
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The dependence of the modulation bandwidth and resonance frequency on the square
root of the current above threshold is shown in Fig. 49. The bandwidth increases
linearly up to approximately 5 mA, with a modulation current efficiency factor
(MCEF) of 3.5 GHz/√mA.  At 5 mA bias current, the parasitic dip drops below 3-dB
which suddenly decreases the bandwidth to the dip position. The bandwidth is
thereafter pinned at a value of approximately 1.5-2 GHz, which corresponds
approximately to the electrical RC time constant of the device. The slight bandwidth
increase in the last measurement point is due to the mentioned second resonance peak.
Note that the resonance frequency continues to increase without any significant
thermal saturation throughout the measurement range up to 6.2 GHz.

At low currents, the response could be fitted to a standard three pole model; two
complex-conjugated poles for the intrinsic relaxation peak and one real pole for the
parasitic cut-off. At higher currents, five poles and one zero were needed to obtain a
good fit. The main relaxation peak could however still be clearly distinguished from
the second very damped resonance at around 2.8 GHz. An average parasitic cut-off
frequency (fp) of 1.34 GHz gave the best fit over all bias currents. The reason why the
bandwidth is larger than the parasitic cutoff is due to the equalising effect of the
relaxation peak. It can be shown that this effect can maximally extend the 3-dB
bandwidth to f3dB,par=(2+√3)fp=5 GHz. The measured bandwidth is close to this
parasitic limit.

If the parasitic effects could be circumvented the measured maximum resonance
frequency of 6.2 GHz indicates that a bandwidth of f3dB,par=(√(1+√2)fr,max=9.6 GHz
can be achieved, limited by thermal effects3.  If both parasitic and thermal effects can
be overcome the device will be limited by the increased resonance damping at high
bias, characterised by the K-factor3.  The double resonance behaviour at high currents
made this K-factor extraction uncertain, but the obtained values indicate an intrinsic
damping limited bandwidth in the region of 20-30 GHz.

Figure 49.  3-dB modulation bandwidth (squares) and resonance frequency (circles)
as a function of the square root of the current above threshold.
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The measurements clearly show that the laser is strongly limited by parasitics. As
mentioned previously, the regrown layer under the metal pad (100 x 225 µm2) is quite
thin (∼ 1-2 µm) which increases the pad capacitance.  This is illustrated in Fig. 50.  In
addition, the high value of the differential resistance raises the RC constant of the
device and, thereby lowers the electrical bandwidth, which limits the high-speed
performance of these BH-VCSELs.  Nevertheless, the obtained results are very
promising taking into account that the laser design and processing were not optimised
for high-speed operation but to achieve good thermal behaviour and low threshold
density current at room temperature as the static characteristics demonstrated.  To
obtain higher bandwidths, it is necessary to decrease the parasitic capacitance, which
occurs across the thin regrown layer further away from the laser mesa, under the bond
pad.  This may be achieved by putting one of the planarasing methods introduced in
subsection III.1.4 into practice (optimisation of the regrown conditions and two-step
regrowth: GaInP:Fe + GaAs:Fe) in order to extend the planarity of the regrown layer
throughout the whole wafer.  Note that the method of employing “dummy” VCSEL
mesas as support would not be very effective if the metal pad lies on them, since these
mesas would introduce a significant parallel capacitance increasing the total
capacitance value.  In addition, a refined top contact processing should reduce the
high differential resistance.

Figure 50. Schematic cross-section of a BH-VCSEL illustrating the thin regrown
layer under the bond pad.

For illustrative purposes, dynamic performance parameters of 850-nm VCSELs by
using three different current confinement configurations, SI-regrowth, ion
implantation and selective oxidation are shown in Table III (from paper H).  It must
be indicated that factors as diameter, contact design and packaging were not the same
in the different configurations, and thereby they cannot be compared in a rigorous
way in order to conclude which of the schemes is the best one.  Nevertheless, these
values provide information on the order of magnitude of different parameters and
revealed the high-speed potential of the SI-regrowth method if parasitics are
overcome.

n-GaAs substrate

GaInP:Fe
Bond pad

Bottom contact

n-DBR

p-DBR
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Confinement
method

Opening
(µm)

Ith

(mA)
f3dB

(GHz)
D-factor

(GHz2/mA)
K-factor

(ns)
Limiting

factor
SI-regrowth 10 2.2 5 13.1 0.32 parasitics
Implantation 20 2.5 3.3 3.3 0.55 parasitics

Oxidation 12 2 10 8 0.31 damping

Table III.  Dynamic parameters of 850-nm-wavelength VCSELs using three different
methods for current confinement: SI-regrowth, ion implantation and selective
oxidation (from paper H).

III.4.  Analysis of leakage current

As discussed in the previous section, results from the laser characterisation indicate
that, although leakage current through the mesa sidewalls is negligible, a significant
leakage current through the burying layer occurs in all the considered buried laser
structures.  In this section, the leakage current in GaInP:Fe-buried IPLs, similar to
those fabricated and characterised in subsection III.3.1, is analysed by using a two-
dimensional (2-D) device simulator.  Details about the model and physical parameters
can be found in paper I.

From the laser performance point of view, the total iron concentration in the GaInP:Fe
burying material is chosen in such a way that it provides maximum resistivity, which
indicates that for that total Fe density the active iron concentration (Nt) is maximum,
the actual value of Nt being of secondary importance.  Nevertheless, from the
simulation point of view, one of the most important parameters for the calculations is
the active Fe trap concentration in the burying GaInP:Fe material.  In order to obtain
an estimation of this value, experimental I-V curves of n-GaAs/GaInP:Fe/n-GaAs
planar configurations72 were compared to simulated I-V characteristics of similar
structures with different active Fe concentrations.  From these studies, the active iron
concentration in GaInP:Fe with a total iron density of 4x1017 cm-3 (total iron
concentration in the fabricated GaInP:Fe-buried IPLs) was estimated to be 2x1016

cm-3.  Other active trap concentration values were also considered in the laser
simulations in order to determine the effect of this parameter on the laser
performance.  In all cases, the trap distribution was assumed uniform throughout the
burying layer, which has been confirmed experimentally by TR-PL and SCM
measurements (see section III.2).

Fig. 51 shows the simulated device configuration.  A two-dimensional potential
profile of the BH-laser at equilibrium and under forward bias operation above
threshold is shown in Fig. 52a and 52b, respectively.  It is observed that at zero bias
(equilibrium), holes and electrons are confined in the p-cladding and n-cladding layer,
respectively, by potential barriers at the GaInP:Fe burying layer/cladding layers
interface.  However, under lasing conditions the height of the potential barrier is
reduced at the n-cladding region and inverted at the p-cladding interface, leading to
carrier injection of both electrons and holes from the cladding layers into the burying
material.  Thus, “double injection”80 into the semi-insulating material occurs and deep
levels act as recombination centres occasioning leakage current.  The ratio of leakage
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current to total current at an average injected current density over the active layer
width of 1345 A/cm2 (I = 80 mA) was calculated to be 73 per cent.

Figure 51.  Schematic of the simulated GaInP:Fe-buried IPL.

Figure 52.  Two-dimensional potential profile of the simulated GaInP:Fe-buried IPL
at equilibrium (a) and under forward bias operation above threshold (b).

Fig. 53 illustrates the effect of the trap density in the GaInP:Fe burying layer on the
laser performance.  The output power-current (L-I) characteristics and the ratio of
leakage current to total current as a function of the active-region current density of the
laser have been calculated for various trap concentrations.  It is seen that, in the
considered range of trap concentration, the performance of the laser is improved (the
leakage current decreases) as the trap density is increased.  This is caused because
better current confinement is obtained as the trap concentration increases, as
illustrated in Fig. 54 which represents the total current distribution in the BH-laser for
Nt = 4x1017 cm-3 (Fig. 54a) and Nt = 2x1016 cm-3 (Fig. 54b).  The leakage current is
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reduced mainly due to the decrease of electron injection from the n-cladding layer
into the burying material and a decrease of the depletion region width at the SI-GaInP
layer in contact with the laser mesa.

Figure 53.  L-I characteristics and ratio leakage current-total current of the
simulated BH-IPL for several trap concentrations in the GaInP:Fe burying layer.

Figure 54.  Total current distribution in the simulated GaInP:Fe-buried IPL for a
trap concentration in the burying layer of Nt = 4x1017 cm-3 (a) and Nt = 2x1016 cm-3

(b).

A similar laser configuration as that shown in Fig. 51 but with a n-type GaInP layer
inserted in the burying material under p-contact was also simulated.  As established in
subsection III.3.1, the laser configuration without n-layer will be referred as SI-BH
laser and that with n-layer as n/SI-BH laser.  Fig. 55 shows the calculated L-I
characteristics and the ratio of leakage current to total current as a function of the
active-region current density for a n/SI-BH and a SI-BH laser configuration.  This
figure reveals an improvement of the laser performance in terms of threshold current
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and external quantum efficiency when the n-layer is added, confirming the
effectiveness of this layer in reducing the leakage current by blocking hole injection
into the SI-GaInP layer from the p-contact and partially from the p-cladding layer.
This is in accordance with the experimental results obtained in subsection III.3.1.  It
should be mentioned that the calculated threshold current and external quantum
efficiency for both laser configurations are also in good agreement with those
exhibited by the corresponding real devices, despite the simplifications achieved in
the laser mesa geometry and the uncertainty of the actual active trap concentration in
the GaInP:Fe burying layer.

Figure 55.  L-I characteristics and ratio leakage current-total current of simulated
n/SI-BH laser (A) and SI-BH laser (B).

A method to reduce the leakage current in the BH-LD configuration considered so far
(SI-BH) has been also analysed.  It consists in covering the mesa sidewalls with a thin
wide-bandgap GaInP layer in order to block carrier leakage.  In particular, a 20-nm
thick Ga0.7In0.3P (Eg = 2.18 eV) layer was assumed.  Since Ga0.7In0.3P is not lattice
matched to GaAs, the thickness of this layer is determined by the critical thickness
that can be reached without misfit dislocation.  Such a thin layer may be regrown by
molecular beam epitaxy (MBE).  Calculations indicate that the new configuration
exhibits a significant lower threshold current compared to that without the wide-
bandgap layer, demonstrating its efficacy in reducing leakage current.  Because of its
higher bandgap, this layer can also improve the confinement factor contributing to
reduce the threshold current.

An additional study on a BH-laser with GaInP:Fe burying layer was achieved.  In this
case, an InGaAs/AlGaAs SQW active region was assumed in order to provide a 980-
nm emission wavelength, commonly used for pumping in optical fiber amplifiers.
The cladding layers were the same as those considered in the previous cases.  Fig. 56
shows the calculated ratio of leakage current to total current as a function of the
active-region current density and the total current vector distribution under lasing
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Figure 56.  Calculated ratio leakage current-total current as a function of the active-
region density and total current distribution under lasing operation of a 980-nm
wavelength GaInP:Fe-buried InGaAs/AlGaAs IPL.

Figure 57.  Two-dimensional potential profile of a simulated 980-nm-wavelength
GaInP:Fe-buried IPL under forward bias operation above threshold.

operation.  It is observed that the leakage current has been drastically reduced and
most of the injected current is confined into the laser mesa.  This is also explained by
the 2-D potential profile shown in Fig. 57.  Carrier confinement by potential barriers
is obtained for both electrons and holes at the n-cladding and p-cladding layers,
respectively, under lasing operation.  This indicates that carrier and current
confinement can be obtained in this type of BH-LD even with high-bandgap cladding-
layers, indicating that the active-layer bandgap is the key factor in this situation.
Therefore, SI-GaInP:Fe burying material should fulfil its function as confinement
layer much more efficiently in GaAs-based long wavelength BH-LDs; particularly,
SI-GaInP presents a great potential to be used as burying layer in 1.3 and 1.55 µm-
wavelength GaInAsN BH-lasers.
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Finally, it should be mentioned that although no calculations on GaAs:Fe-buried
GaAs/AlGaAs IPLs were achieved, the above discussion suggests that an even higher
leakage current should be expected in these lasers.  The lower bandgap of GaAs,
compared to GaInP, would allow a higher injection of both electrons and holes into
the GaAs:Fe burying layer assuming the same basic laser structure.  This would
explain the experimental results obtained in subsection III.3.1.B) where the active-
layer bandgap (1.45 eV) was even larger than that of GaAs:Fe, leading to a prompt
carrier overflow from the cladding layers into the burying material.  Nevertheless,
further studies should be carried out in order to analyse double injection phenomena
in GaAs:Fe, taking into account the existence of two deep trap levels of different
nature: Fe impurities and EL2 defects.
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III.5.  Summary, conclusions and future work

In this thesis, GaAs/AlGaAs BH laser diodes with Al-free material regrowth by
HVPE have been studied.  This study has been conducted from different points of
view: epitaxial regrowth, regrowth characterisation, laser characterisation and
theoretical analysis by computer simulation.  The main results of this work can be
summarised as follows:

(i) Selective regrowth of SI-GaInP:Fe and SI-GaAs:Fe around GaAs/AlGaAs
laser mesas by HVPE has been carried out.  A HCl based in-situ cleaning was
employed to remove aluminium oxide from the etched surfaces of the mesas
prior to regrowth.  Excellent regrowth interface, even around AlAs layers,
large planarisation and high selective epitaxial growth have been obtained.
Regrowth conducted without proper cleaning resulted in irregular interfaces
with voids.  The use of a wet chemical treatment prior to the HCl-based in-situ
etching has been shown to be necessary for an effective oxide removal.  The
HCl-based in-situ cleaning produced little effect on the mesa dimensions
(maximum underetching ∼250 nm).  GaInP:Fe regrowth shows an InP-like
regrowth morphology, suggesting an that both have similar regrowth
mechanisms.  On the other hand, GaAs:Fe regrowth exhibits a different
morphology showing perfect planarisation between mesas, indicating a
different regrowth mechanism.  Paper A.

(ii) TR-PL and SCM characterisation on regrown GaInP:Fe around GaAs/AlGaAs
IPL mesa stripes reveal a uniform Fe distribution throughout the regrown layer
with an Fe concentration close to the target value, preserving the semi-
insulating properties of the regrown material.  Concerning compositional
aspects, micro-PL studies indicate small PL peak wavelength variation in
GaInP:Fe regrown on IPL mesa stripes, which is attributed to ordering effects
in GaInP, whereas in the case of regrown GaInP:Fe around cylindrical
VCSELs the appearance of different PL peak energies at different sites
suggest   the existence of different compositional domains in the regrown
GaInP:Fe layer.  On the other hand, TR-PL and SCM measurements on
regrown GaAs:Fe around GaAs/AlGaAs IPL mesa stripes indicate a uniform
Fe distribution in the regrown GaAs:Fe layer with an increase of EL2 traps in
the near vicinity of the mesa.  SCM also reveals a slightly p-type nature of the
GaAs:Fe layer.  No interdifussion effects between the mesa materials and the
burying layer have been detected in any case.  Papers B, C and D.

(iii) GaAs/AlGaAs BH-IPLs and BH-VCSELs with GaInP:Fe as the burying
material have been demonstrated for the first time.  CW and pulse operations
on uncoated 808-nm-wavelength BH-IPLs were obtained.  The performance of
BH-IPLs was significantly improved by adding a n-type GaInP layer on the
SI-GaInP:Fe burying layer.  850-nm-wavelength BH-VCSELs exhibited good
thermal behaviour (CW operation was achieved up to 97 ºC), low threshold
currents and high efficiencies at room temperature under CW operation.
Uncleaved, unpackaged, and unbonded 10-µm diameter BH-VCSEL showed a
maximum relaxation frequency of 6.2 GHz indicating an intrinsic thermally
limited modulation bandwidth of 9.6 GHz.  The high pad capacitance and high
differential resistance of the devices limited the modulation bandwidth to 5
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GHz.  In both IPL and VCSELs, leakage current along the mesa sidewalls has
been found negligible, which indicates a good regrowth interface.  However,
significant leakage current due to current injection from the laser mesa into
the burying layer exists.  Papers E, F, G and H.  On the other hand, GaAs:Fe-
buried IPLs (855-nm-wavelength) did not show laser emission because most
of the injected current flows through the burying material as leakage current.

(iv) Analysis of leakage current in BH-IPLs (808-nm-wavelength) with GaInP:Fe
burying layer by using a two-dimensional device simulator has been achieved.
Calculations confirm experimental results that a significant part of the injected
current passes by the active layer as a leakage current, revealing the leakage
mechanism, which is attributed to a reduction and inversion of the
confinement potential barriers at the laser mesa/burying layer interfaces under
forward bias operation.  Simulations indicate that leakage current decreases as
the active trap density in the GaInP:Fe burying layer increases.  The analysis
also shows that the insertion of a n-GaInP layer is effective in reducing
leakage current, in agreement with experimental results, Paper I.  Finally,
simulations on longer emission wavelength (980 nm) lasers suggest that the
leakage current should be drastically minimised by reducing the bandgap of
the active region, which makes GaInP:Fe a promising material to be used in
long-wavelength GaAs-based BH-lasers.  These results also explain the
performance of the fabricated GaAs:Fe-buried IPLs in which most of the
current is leakage because of the low bandgap of GaAs:Fe.

From these results, it is concluded that the cleaning and regrowth method by HVPE
developed in this work is a suitable technique for the fabrication of GaAs/AlGaAs-
based BH laser diodes.  The laser performance indicates that SI-GaInP:Fe is an
appropriate material to be used as burying layer in these type of lasers (850 nm and
808 nm emission wavelength).  However, GaAs:Fe has not been found to be an
efficient blocking layer in 855-nm-wavelength BH IPLs.

The following lines of research are suggested for future work on this subject:

(i) Planar morphology in GaInP:Fe regrowth.  This is a key factor in order to
achieve high-speed operation due to the reduction of the pad capacitance.
Different possibilities can be tried: to modify regrowth parameters, use of
dummy mesas, and two-step regrowth: GaInP:Fe + GaAs:Fe.

(ii) Compositional variation of regrown GaInP.  This is an important issue that can
affect the BH-laser performance.  Further micro-PL studies may offer a
compositional mapping of the regrown GaInP.  Effect of factors as regrowth
parameters, mesa geometry, and crystallographic direction may be considered.

(iii) Analysis and characterisation of p/SI/p and n/SI/p structures.  I-V-T
characteristics of these configurations would yield relevant information
regarding the SI nature of GaInP:Fe and GaAs:Fe on hole and electron
injection, and their behaviour as blocking layer in BH-lasers.
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(iv) Hybrid confinement scheme: selective oxidation + SI-regrowth in GaAs-based
VCSELs.  The combination of both techniques may improve the laser
performance by taking advantage of the benefits from each method.

(v) Long wavelength GaAs-based BH-lasers.  GaInP:Fe and GaAs:Fe are
promising materials to be used as confinement layers in 0.980, 1.3 and 1.55
µm emission wavelength GaIn(N)As-based BH-lasers.  HVPE may provide
thick burying layers for high-speed operation in these lasers.
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Appendix:  BH laser processing

1) Laser structure epitaxial growth

2)   Silicon nitride deposition

3)  Lithography: mesa definition

4) Silicon nitride etching

5)  Resist removal

    n-GaAs substrate

• Metal-organic vapour phase
epitaxy (MOVPE)

    n-GaAs substrate

    n-GaAs substrate

• Ashing: O2/N2 50/100 sccm, 500 mtorr,
200 W, 10 min

• Acetone and ultrasonics 2 min – water
– semicoclean and ultrasonics 1 min –
water – propanol – N2 blow

• Ashing: O2/N2 50/100 sccm, 500 mtorr,
200 W, 10 min

• Cleaning: semicoclean 1 min –
HF (50%) 1 min – water – propanol –
N2 blow

• PECVD Si3N4 deposition: thickness:
∼2800 Å (red)

• Cleaning: semicoclean and ultrasonics
1 min – water – propanol– N2 blow

• Drying 110 °C for ≥ 20 min
• HMDS 2 min
• Resist: S1813, 4000 rpm, 30 s –

baking 90 °C for 20 min
• Exposure time: 10 s
• Develop time: 26 s
• Rinse in water and N2 blow

• Ashing: O2/N2 50/100 sccm, 500 mtorr,
200 W, 10 min

• Ammonium fluoride 10 min – water –
N2 blow    n-GaAs substrate

    n-GaAs substrate
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6)  Mesa etching

7)  Selective regrowth

8) Silicon nitride mask removal

9)  Silicon nitride deposition

10)  Lithography: contact opening

    n-GaAs substrate

• Oxide cleaning (ex-situ):
NH4OH 2 min – propanol – N2 blow

• HCl gas in-situ etching 30 s
• HVPE regrowth, N2 ambient,

atmospheric pressure

• Cleaning: semicoclean 1 min – water
– propanol– N2 blow

• H3PO4: H2O2: H2O (5:1:200) 6 min –
water

• Semicoclean (no ultrasonic) 1 min  –
HF (50%) 4 min – water – propanol –
N2 blow

• Cleaning: semicoclean (no ultrasonic)
1 min - HF (50%) 1 min – water –
propanol – N2 blow

• PECVD Si3N4 deposition: thickness:
∼1000 Å (blue)

• Cleaning: semicoclean (no ultrasonic)
1 min – water – propanol – N2 blow

• Drying 110 °C for ≥ 20 min
• HMDS 2 min
• Resist: S1813, 4000 rpm, 30 s,

baking 90 °C for 20 min.
• Exposure time: 10 s
• Develop time: 26 s
• Rinse in water and N2 blow

    n-GaAs substrate

    n-GaAs substrate

    n-GaAs substrate

    n-GaAs substrate
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11)  Silicon nitride etching

12)  Metal evaporation

13)  Lift-off

14) Metal sputtering

15)  Thining down

• Cleaning: HCl:H2O (1:4) 1 min –
water – N2 blow (no propanol)

• Metal evaporation:
Au:  50 Å
Zn:  100 Å
Au:  950 Å

• Soak in acetone for 1 hour
• Rinse all metal with spray-bottle

acetone until all gold has disappeared
• Semicoclean (no ultrasonics) 1 min –

water – propanol –  N2 blow
• Ashing: O2/N2 50/100 sccm, 500 mtorr,

200 W, 10 min

    n-GaAs substrate

    n-GaAs substrate

    n-GaAs substrate

• Ashing: O2/N2 50/100 sccm, 500 mtorr,
50 W, 5 min

• Plasma Etching: CF4 50 sccm, 500 mtorr,
100 W, 4 min

• Ashing: O2/N2 50/100 sccm, 500 mtorr,
200 W, 5 min

• Process pressure: 20x10-3 mbar,
Ar-flow: 80 sccm

• Ti/W: 500 Å, power: 250 W, 1 min
• Au: 2500 Å, power: 100 W, 15 min

• Wax the samples
• Lap to 90 µm
• Melt off
• Wash: Hot trichlorethylene 3 times –

acetone 3 times – H2O – semicoclean –
H2O –  propanol – N2 blow

    n-GaAs substrate

    n-GaAs substrate
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16) n-contact metalisation

17)  Cleavage and mounting

• Cleaning: HCl:H2O (1:4) 60 s
• Metal evaporation:

      AuGe: 1200 Å
Ni:        300 Å
Au:      2000 Å

• RTA alloying: 430 °C, 30 s
• Metal sputtering:

process pressure: 20x10-3 mbar, Ar-
flow: 80 sccm
Ti/W: 500 Å, power: 250 W, 1 min
Au: 2500 Å, power: 100W, 15 min

    n-GaAs substrate
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